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ABSTRACT
A method and apparatus that allows a remote aircraft to be
controlled by a remotely located pilot who is presented with
a synthesized three-dimensional projected view representing
the environment around the remote aircraft. According to
one aspect of the invention, a remote aircraft transmits its
three-dimensional position and orientation to a remote pilot
station. Thne remote pilot station applies this information to
adigital database containing a three dimensional description
of the environment around the remote aircraft to present the
remote pilot with a three dimensional projected view of this
environment. The remote pilot reacts. to this view and
interacts with the pilot controls, whose signals are transmitted back to, the remote aircraft. In addition, the system
compensates for the communications delay between the
remote aircraft and the remote pilot station by controlling
the sensitivity of the pilot controls.

20 Claims, 7 Drawing Sheets
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METHFOD AND APPARATUS FOR
REMOTELY PILOTING AN AIRlCRAFT*

responding high resolution pictures can be at a later time.
The reconnaissance video can even be transmitted through a
different communications link than the control data. There
may also be more than one reconnaissance camera.
The delay in the control link must be minimized in order
that the remote aircraft can be properly flown, The system
can measure the link delay and make this information
available to the pilot. This delay link measurement can also
be used to modify the control software through which the
0remote pilot flies the remote aircraft. This is to prevent

BACKGUROUND OF THE INVENTION--CROSS
REFERENCES TO RELATED APPUICATIONS
"Pilot Aid Using a Synthetic Environment", Ser. No.
08/270.94 filed Jul. 11, 1994. "Digital Map Generator and
Display System", Scr. No. 08/543,590, filIed Oct. 16, 1995.
1. Field of Invention
pilot-induced-oscillation.
This invention relates to the field of remotely piloted
vehicles (RPVs) and unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs).
The computers in the system allow for several modes of
operation. For example, the remote aircraft can be instructed
2. Discussion of Prior Art
to fly to given coordinates without ftirther input from the
RPVs can be used for any number of purposes. For
pilot. It also makes it possible to provide computer
example, there is a large organization that promotes the use 1 5remote
assistance to the remote pilot. In this mode, the remote flight
of remote controlled planes. Certain RPVs art controlled by
control controls absolute pitch and roll angles instead pitch
viewing the plane with the naked eye and using a hand held
and roll rates which is the normal mode for aircraft In
controller to control its flight Other RPVs are controlled by
addition, adverse yaw can be automatically corrected so that
a remote pilot using simple joysticks while watching the
the resulting control laws make the remote aircraft
video produced by a camera in the remote aircraft, Tbis 2( extremely easy to fly. Becaus this comes at the expense of
camera is also used to produce the reconnaissance video.
being able to put the remote aircraft into unusual attitudes,
Thbene ame tradeoffs involving the resolution of the video, the
for complete control of the remote aircraft a standard control
rate at which the video is updated, and the bandwidth needed
mode is provided to give the remote pilot the same type of
to transmit it. 'The wider the bandwidth the more difficult it
control that isused to fly a manned aircraft. Since the remote
is to secare the signal. The freedom to balan e these 25 aircraft is unmanned, the remote pilot can subject the remote
tradeoffs is limited because this video is also used to pilot the
aircraft to high-O maneuvers that would not be safe for a
aircraft and must therefore be updated frequently.
pilot present in the aircraft.
Certain UAVs are preprogrammed to follow a predeoterTo facilitate training, a simulated remote aircraft is promined course and lack the flexibility to deal with unexpected
vided that allows an instructor to set up the training mission
situations.
and parameters. This is especially useful in giving remote
The 1983 patent to Kcataly (U.S. Pat. No. 4,405,943)
pilots experience flying with different control link delays. In
shows a control and communications system for a remotely
this simulated mode, the system can be further linked to a
piloted vehicle where an oculometer determines where the
battlefield simulator such as SIMNET
remote operator is looking and signals the remote vehicle to
In the first embodiment, the remote pilot is provided with
send the high resolution imagery corresponding to the area 3 a standard video display. Additional display channels can b,e
around where the remote operator is looking and low
provided to give the remote pilot a greater field of view.
resolution imagery corresponding to the remote operator's
There can even be a display channel to give a rearward
peripheral vision, Tlie objective is to minimize the bandfacing view.
width of the information transmitted to the remote operator. 4
A second embodiment uses a head mounted display for
.0

the remnoepilot instead of a standard display. This permits
the remote station to be made more compact so that it can be
used in a wider variety of installations, An cxample would
be in a manned aircraft flying several hundred miles away.
45
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The invention may best be understood by referring to the
following description and accompanying drawings which
illustrate the invention. In the drawings:
FG. 1 is a general illustration showing a remote pilot at
location, attitude, and oilier operating conditions to the so
a remote pilot station operating a remote aircraft according
remote pilot station. 'The remote pilot station receives the
to one embodiment of the invention.
data and uses a database describing the terrain and manmadtte
FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing the communications
stmuctures in dhe remote aircraffs environment to produce a
link between a remote pilot station and a remote aircraft
3D view of the remote aircraft environment and present it to

SUMMARY
A method and apparatus is described that allows a remote
aircraft to be controlled by a remotely located pilot who is
presented with a synthesized three-dimensional projected
view representing the environment around the remote aircraft According to one aspect of the invention, a system is
used that includes an aircraft and a remote pilot station.
The aircraft uses a communications link to send its

the remote human pilot.
5. according to one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a remote aircraft according
The remote pilot responds to the information and maniputo one embodiment of the invention.
lates the remote flight controlls, whose positions and forces
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station
are transmitted to the remote aircraft. Since the amount of
according to,one embodiment of the invention.
data is small, it can be readily secured through encryption
and spreatispectrum techniques.
do FIG. S is a block diagram of a remote pilot station
according to another embodiment of the invention.
Also, because the video reconnaissance cameras are no
longer needed to remotely pilot the aircraft there is great
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a remote aircraft simulator
flexibility in their use. To minimize bandwidth and reduce
used for training remote pilots according to one cmbodiment
the possibility of being detected, the video data can be sent
of the invention.
at a slow update rate. The data can also be stored On the 65 noG. 7 is an example of a three dimensional projected
remote aircraft for later transmission. Alternatively, low
image presented to a remote pilot by a remote pilot station
resolution pictures can be sent in real-time, while the coraccording to one embodiment of the invention,

5,§04,724
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FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a remote aircraft unit used in
DMAILED DESCRIPTION
the remote aircraft according to one embodiment of the
In the following description, numerous specific details are
invention. FIG. 3 shows Remote Aircraft Unit 300 including
set forth to provide a thorough understanding of the invenfion. However, it is understood that the invention may be Computer 308 coupled to UPS Receiver30l, TIn-and-bank
Indicator 302, Gyrocompass 303, Communications Transpracticed without these specific details. in other instances,.
ceiver 204, Aircraft Engine and Sensors 309, and Aircraft
well-known circuits, structures and techniques have not
been shown in derail in order not to obscure the invention.
Flight Surfaces and Sensors 310. GPS Receiver 301 receives
signals from the satellites that make up the global positionA method and apparatus is described that allows a remote
aircraft to be controlled by a remotely located pilot who is
ing system (GPS) and CalCUlAteS the aircraft's position in
presented with a synthesized three-dimensional projected 1iothree dimensions, Turn-and-bank Indicator 302 and Gyroview representing the environment around the remote aircompass 303 provide the aircraft's orientation which comcraft. Since the video from a reconnaissance camera located
prises heading, roll, and pitch. This data is sent to Computer
on the remote aircraft is not used to pilot the remote aircraft,
308 for transformation into the previously descnibed status
the amount of data transmitted between the remote aircraft
information. Computer 305 transmits this status information
and the remote pilot is small. This provides greater flexibil-I 5 to Communications Transceiver 204 which produces a radio
ity in how tbe remote aircraft is used and allows the
signal and supplies it to Antenna 105.
transmitted data to be made more secure, The remote aircraft
The Aircraft Engine and Sensors 309 are coupled to
may be of any type, for example a remote controi plane or
control
the aircraft's engine, while the Aircraft Plight Surhelicopter as used by recreational enthusiast.
faces and Sensors 310 are coupled to control the aircraft's
FIG. 1 is a general illustration showing a remote pilot at 2 flight surfaces.
The flight control information is received
a remote pilot station operating a remote aircraft according
from the remote pilot station by Computer 308 through
to one embodiment of the invention. FIG. 1 shows Remote
Antenna 105 and Communications Transceiver 204. This
Pilot 102 interacting with Remote Pilot Station 101 and
flight control information is processed by Computer 308 into
controlling Remote Aircraft 103. Remote Pilot Station 101
and Remote Aircraft 103 respectively include an Antenna 2 the necessary signals for transmission to Aircraft Engine and
Sensors 309 and Aircraft Flight Surfaces and Sensors 310 to
104 and an Antenna 105 for communicating Iriformation
control the aircraft's engine, and flight surfaces, respectively,
106.
The operation of the aircraft's flight control surfaces will be
In one embodiment, [nformation 106 includes status
later described with reference to FIG. 4.
information concerning the status of Remote Aircraft 103
In order to protect against ECM, the cormmunications link
and flight control information for controlling the flight Of 30 between
the Remote Pilot Station 101 and Ihe Remote
*Remote Aircraft 103. Ile status information isgenerated by
Aircraft 103 may be secured, While any number of different
Remote Aircraft 103 and includes the three dimensional
techniques may be used to secure this link, in one embodiposition and the orientation (also termed attitude, and comment Computer 308 is implemented to encrypztdecrypt the
prising heading, roll, pitch) of Remote Aircraft 103. The
data
transmitted and Communications Transceiver 204 is
status information may also include information concerning 35
implemented to use spread spectrum techniques.
the flight surfaces, the engine, an additional altitude reading,
Computer 308 may optionally be coupled to Altimeter
etc. Remote Pilot Station 101 uses this status information to
304. Video Camera System 305, Infrared Video Camera
retrieve data from a Digital Database 107 which contains a
System 306, Radar 307, and/or Video Storage Unit 311
three-dimensional description of terrain and manmade structures over which Remote Aircraft 103 isflying. Based on the 40 Altimeter 304 provides an output of the aircraft's altitude as
a safety check in the event UPS Receiver 301 malfunctions.
three dimensional data retrieved from Digital Database 107,
Thus, this additional altitude reading may also be itansmitRemote Pilot Station 101 projects a synthesized threedimensional projected view of the terrain and manimade

ted to Remote Pilot Station 101 as part of the status

structures in the vicinity of Remote Aircraft 103. Based on information.
this view of the terrain and mamnade strbctures, the Remote 5 Video Camera System 305 is controlled by Computer 308
which determines where the camera is poinling as. weti as
Pilot Station 101, on its own and/or in response to input from
focusing and the zoom factor. The video produced by the
Remote Pilot 102, generates and transmits flight control
camera is not used by the remote pilot for flying the remote
information to Remote Aircraft 103 which adjusts its flight
aircraft, so there is more flexibility in using the video. As a
accordingly.
In one embodiment, the Remote Aircraft 103 is a remote so result, any number of techniques can be used for receiving
the images captured by Video Camera System 305. As
controlled plane or helicopter used for recreational purposes.
Since remote controlled planes and helicopters tend to be examples:
1. High resolution, high update images may be sent back
small insize, the circuitry insuch remote aircraft to generate
in real-time through the Communications Link, when
and receive Information 106 is minimized. In such systems,
the high bandwidth needed can be tolerated.
the Remote Pilot Station 101 may be implemented by 55
2. High resolution, low update images may be sent back
including additional attachments to an existing portable
in real-time through the Communications Link to
computer. This allows the user to easily transport the remote
reduce the bandwidth.
aircraft and pilot station to an appropriate location for flight.
3. The video may be recorded in Video Storage Unit 311
FIG. 2 is ablock diagram showing a bi-directional comfor later transmission.
munications link between aremote pilot station and a remote 6o
4. The video may be transmitted through a separate
aircraft according to one embodiment of the invention. FIG.
communications link.
2 shows Communications Transceiver 201 coupled to
Antenna 104 of Remote Pilot Station 101, as well as
5. There may be multiple video cameras.
Communications Transceiver 204 coupled to Antenna 105
Infrared Video Camera System 306 is similar to Video
of Remote Aircraft 103. In addition, FIG. 2 shows Inforrmi- i5 Camera System 305 and has the same operating modecs.
fion 106 being communicated between Antenna 104 and
Radar 307 in Remote Aircraft 103 may be passive or
Antenna 105.
active. It may scan a particular pattern or it may track a

5,904,724
selected object. Radar 307 may consist of several Radar
The User Flight controls with Force Feedback 408 are
units. 'The information from Radar 307 is processed by
used by the remote pilot to input flight path information, The
User Flight Controls may be of any number of different
Computer 308 so that only the desired information is transtype, some of which are further described later herein. The
minted over the communication link to the Remote Pilot
5status information received by Computer 405 also includes
Station 101 for display.
information received from Aircraft Flight Surfaces and
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station
Sensors 310. This information is used to actuate force
according to one embodiment of the invention. FIG. 4 shows
feedback circuitry in User Plight Controls With Force Feeda Remote Pilot Station 400 including a Computer 405
back 408. Remote Pilot 102 observes the synthesized threecoupled to Communications Transceiver 201, Digital Database 107, Graphics System 406, User Flight Controls with 30dimensional environment displayed on Video Display 407,
feels the forces on User Flight Controls With Force FeedForce Feedback 408, and a Storage Device 409. The Storage
back 408 and moves the controls accordingly, This flight
Device 409 represents one or more mechanisms for storing
control information is sent through the communications link,
data, For example, the Storage Device 409 may include read
to Computer 308, and is used to control the aircraft flight
only memory TROM), random access memory (RAM),
surfaces in Aircraft Flight Surfaces and Sensors 310
magnetic disk storage mediums, optical storage mediums, Is Remote Pilot 102 also receives data from Aircraft Engine
flash memory devices, and/or other machine-readable mediand Sensors 309 through the communications link and is
ums. Of course, Digital Database 107 may be stored in one
able to send data back to control the engine.
or more, machine-readable mediums and/or in Storage
Flight Control
Device 409.
As previously described, Antenna 104 receives the radio 20 To illustrate the operation of the remote aircraft, a fixedwing airplane will be described as an example. However, the
signals transmitted by Remote Aircraft 103 representing the
basic principles apply to other types of aircraft as well. The
status information of Remote Aircraft 103. These radio
basic control surfaces of an airplane consist of the ailerons,
signals are transformed by Communications Transceiver
the horizontal elevators, and the rudder. The ailerons arc
201 and sent to Computer 405. Communications Transceiver
moved differentially (one up, one down) to rotate the air25
201 is set to the same mode as Communications Transceiver
plane around its roll axis; the horizontal elevators cause the
204, so that if, for example, spread spectrum techniques are
airplane
to rotate around its Pitch axis; and the rudder causes
used, the signal will be transparently received. Computer
the airplane to rotate around its yaw axis.
405 recovers the data (dccrypting, if required) so that t
When the ailerons are used to modify the lift characterdata communications from Computer 308 in the Remote
istics of the Wings, one wing creates more lift while the other
Aircraft to Computer 403 in the Remote Pilot Station is 30 wing creates less lift. This also changes the drag charactertransparent. Thus, the hi-directional communications link
istics of the wings and results in a yaw force that is opposite
comprises the combination of Communications Transceiver
to the yaw force that results from the tail section causing the
201, Antenna 104, Antenna 105, and Communications
airplane to weather-cock into ihe relative wind. It is this yaw
Transceiver 204.
force caused by dihepirplatic weather-cocking into the relaAs previously described, the status information received 35 live wind that causes a banked airplane to turn. The opposite
by Computer 405 includes the three dimensional position
yaw force produced by using the ailerons is called adverse
and the orientation of Remote Aircraft 103. The status
yaw; the rudder control is used to counteract this force to
information may also include information concerning the
produce a coordinated turn.
flight surfaces, fIghbt sensors, the engine, an additional
The simplest type of flight control consists of a joystick
altitude reading, etc. Computer-405 uses this status infor- 40 and a set of rudder pedals. The controls are directly conmation to retrieve data from Digital Database 107 which
nected to the flight control surfaces. With a joystick, moving
contains a ithree-dimensional description of terrain sad manthe stick left and right moves the ailerons, while moving the
made structures over which Remote Aircraft 103 is flying.
stick forward and backward moves the horizontal elevators
The composition and creation of the Digital Database 107 is
The rudder is controlled by two foot pedals, one for each
further deiscribed later. Based on the three dimensional data 45 foot, that are mounted on a common shaft and hinged in the
retrieved from Digital Database 107, Computer 40$ permiddle like a seesaw. Pressing one foot pedal forward causes
forms the mathematical operations to transformi and project
the other foot pedal to move backward and causes the rudder
the three dimensional data to generate video data representto also move in one direction, Pressing the other foot pedal
ing a synthesized three-dimensional projected view of the
causes it to move forward and the opposite pedal to move
terrain (and, if desired, manmade structures) in the vicinity so backward and causes the rudder to move in the opposite
or environment of Remote Aircraft 103. This video data is
direction.
transmitted to Graphics System 406, which displays thet
An alternative to the joystick is the control yoke which
synthesized thre-dimensional projected view on Video Dis- *consists of a wheel attached to a shaft that moves in and out
play 407.
of the control housing. Timing the wheel clockwise or
Since the image is generated from the digital database, 5counterclockwise moves the ailerons; moving the wheel
virtually any image of the environment of the Remote
shaft in and out moves the horizontal elevators. The rudder
*Aircraft 103 can be generated. As examples, the pilot may
pedals as the same as those used with a joystick.
select the environment to be: 1) a simulated image of what
In order to aid in a description of remote aircraft
Would be seen out of the cockpit of a manned aircraft on a
operation, it is thought worthwhile to first describe the
Similar flight path; 3) a simulated image of what would bei Soperation of non-remoxely piloted vehicles. Non-remotely
seen when looking in any direction (e.g., backwards, ott a
piloted vehicles can be operated in one of two ways (also
side window, etc.); 3) a simulated image of what would be
termed as flight control modes); direct control or computer
seen if a camera were tailing the remotely piloted aircraft;
control (also termed as computer mediated).
etc. In addition, te simulated image may be set to any
5 Direct Control Non-Remotely Piloted Vehicles
magnification. Thus, the phrase environment of' Remotet
Aircraft 103 is intended to include any image generated with
reference to the remote aircraft's position.

When the flight controls are connected directly to the
control surfaces the result is a second order system. Using
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the joystick asan example, moving the joystick left or riglit

8

was leaving the turn when his actions led to 'pilot-induced
oscillation'. (Aviation Week & Space Technology, Aug. 23,
1993, pages 72-73).

establishes aroll rate. The airplane continues to roll until ttte
joystick is returned to the center position, after which lbIt
airplane remains in the bank angle thus established. The fox )t
Having described techniques for operating non-remotely
pedals are used to counteract the adverse yaw as previous] Y5 piloted vehicles, the Fight Control Modes
for RPVs will be
described. Moving the joystick.forward or backward estat I- described.
listies i pitch rate. The airplane continues to pitch until th
joystick is returned to the center position, after which th C
Second Order RPV Flight Control Mode
airplane remains inthe pitch angle thus established. Both th
roll rate and the pitch rate-are subject to the limits of thie 1o
A second order ontrol system for an RPV is inherently
airplane's design.
computer mediated because the remote pilot must interact
Since the joystick is directly connected to the con
it through two computers; the computer in the remote aircraft
surfaces, the aerodynamic forces on the control surfaces ate
and the computer in the remote pilot station.
P lying an RPV is further complicated because there are
transmitted back to the pilot, giving him or her valuabl
j5 'additional time delays in the loop. The computer in the
feedback on how the airplane is flying.
remote aircraft mtilt first determine the aircraft's position
The successful operation of the second order system will
and orientation. Tbc additional processing for transmitting a
the pilot in the loop depends on several factors such as h
area and placement of the control surfaces, how much tb,
seticure signal by encryption and/or spread spectrum techntques may create additional delays. Transmission delay of
control surfaces move in response to the movement of thi
pilot controls, and how long the airplane takes to respond it 20 signals between the remote aircraft and remote pilot station
is negligible for a direct path. However, if the signals are
changes of the control surfaces. The total system character
relayed through other facilities the delay time may he
istics also depend on the reaction time of the pilot. if th,
appreciable, especially if an orbiting satellite is used There
resulting system is poorly designed it may be unstable
which means it may not be possible for a human pilot to 113 are additional delays inthe remote pilot station as the remote
it safely. An example of an unstable system is where the pilol t2S aircraft's Position and orientation are used to transform the
data from the digital database to present the pilot with the
desires to perform agentle roil to the right and so moves tht
synthesized 3D projected view from the remote aircraft. In
joystick to the right, the airplane's roll rate is faster than the
one embodiment, the RPV system measures the various
pilot deisires so he/she attempts to compensate by movinj
delays and modifies the control laws used by the computer
the joystick to the left, the airplane rolls left at a rate that is
faster than the pilot desires so he/she moves the joystick tc 30 in the remote pilot aircraft and in the feedback provided by
the computer in the remote pilot station to the remote pilot.
the right, and so on, with the pilot constantly overcorrecting
Fr example, the computer may adjust the sensitivity of the
and'with the aircraft's rolling motions constantly getting
User Flight Controls 408 according to the delay (eg.as the
larger and larger until the aircraft gels into a condition from
delay increases, the computer will decrease the sensitivity of
which it may not be possible to recover, (e.g., spinning into
the ground. The type of loss of control described is usually 35 the flight controls). The system also displays the measured
delay to the remote pilot.
referred to as 'pilofinduced oscillAtion' and although it may
be caused by an inexperienced or inattentive pilot, it is more
First Order RPV Flight Control Mode
often caused by poor airplane design. Therefore, new airplane designs are extensively tested to make sume they can be
The stability of the flight control system, and thus the
safely flown . Examples of airplanes that use direct control of 40 flyability of an RPM, can be improved considerably by using
the control surfaces (Direct Control Second Order Systems)
a first order system. In one embodiment of such a first order
are the Cessna 150 and the Piper Cub.
system the position of the remote pilot's joystick represents
an angle relative to the horizon, instead of representing a rate
Computer Mediated Non-Remotely Piloted Vehicles
of rotation a in a second order system. The position of the
Computer mediated control systems use a computer 45 joystick is transmitted to the computer inthe remote aircraft
which moves the control surfaces as required to place the
between the pilot controls and the control surfaces. The pilot
remote aircraft in the requested orientation The control
controls are read by the computer, the dais are modified in
system in the remote aircraft is still a second order system
a particular way, and the computer sends control signals to
but the delays in the communications link and the remote
the control surfaLas. The computer may also sense the forces
on the control surface and use it to control.'force feedback to so pilot station are no longer a part of the system's loop.
..When a joystick is centered, the remote aircraft will fly
the Pilot controls. This type of computer mediatledl contrl
may be used to fly an airplane that would otherwise be
straight and level. When the joystick is to the right of center
unstable, such as the F16 or the F117. Aircraft suckh as the
the remote aircraft will be in a right banked turn, When the
F16 and F117 are also second order systems because the ss Joystick is to the left of center the remote aircraft will be in
position of the pilot's joytick represents rate of rotation.
a left banked turn. When the joystick is backward from
center the remote aircraft will be in a pitch up orientation.
There ame risks inherent insa computer mediated system.
When the joystick is forward of center the remote aircraft
Although the program can be simulated extensively before
will be in a pitch down orientation.
using it in an actual airplane, the computer program may be
quite large and therefore difficult to simulate under all 60 The amount of bank and pitch permitted depends on the
possible condition& An example of this is the Swedish JAS
design of the remote aircraft. A high performance remote
39 G3ripen Fighter. Despite extensive simulation of the flight
aircraft will be capableoof a greater amount of pitch and bank
control system, during a test flight a Gripen crashed due to
than will a low performance remote aircraft.
"- - the flight control "ystm'shigh amplification of stick
Referring again to FIG. 4, Computer 405 may optionally
commands combined with the pilot's" large, rapid stick 65 be coupled to Control Panel 402, Keyboard 403, Simulation
movements"." The pilot bad entered a low-speed highPort 404, Video Interface 410, VCR 411, and/or Video
banked turn ala 280 meter altitude with lit afterburners and
Display 412. In one embodiment, Control Panel 402 con.
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tains specialized lights, displays, and switches to allow a
ated. For example, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
quicker response to situations than can be provided by makes available various databases, two of which arc of
Keyboard 403. Control Panel 402 can be arranged to particular interest Tne first is the Digital Elevation Model
approximate the look and feel of an actual aircraft cockpit.
data which consist of an array of regularly spaced terrain
Keyboard 403 allows the remote pilot to select various5 elevations.
operatingirmodes. For training purposes, Simulation Port 404
The other USGS database is the Digital Line Graph data
allows the remote pilot station to be connected to a remote
which includes: Political and administrative boundaries;
aircraft simulator instead of an actual remote aircraft. The
hydrography consisting of all flowing water, standing water,
remote aircraft.simulator will be further described with
and wetlands; major transportation systems consisting or
reference to FIG. 6. Storage Device 409 allows the flight
roads and trails, railroads, pipelines, transmission lines, and
data to be recorded. During playback this previously 10 airports; and significant manimade
structures. The Digital
recorded data is substituted for real-time data from the
Line Graph data is two-dimensional. In the preseni invention
remote aircraft to replay t mission for analysis. Any video
features such as water, roads, railroads, and pipelines are
received from any, reconnaissance cameras on the Remote
represented as polygons with elevations determined from the
Aircraft 103 is converted by Video Interface 410 so that it
Digital Elevationi Model data.
lines and sigcan be recorded on VCR 411 and displayed on Video 25 nificant manmade structuresTransmission
are defined as threeDisplay 412. VCR 411 canl also operate in straight-throught
dimensional objects made of polygons and are placed
mode so that the reconnaisisance video can be viewed in real
according t0 the elevations determined from the Digital
time.

Elevation Model data. The different types of objects are
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station
according to another embodiment of the invention. FIG. 5 20 tagged so that the remote pilot can select them to be
highlighted by category or by specific object.
shows Remote Pilot Station 50N. Remote Pilot Station 50D
Data from additional digital databases can also be incoris similar to Remote Pilot Station 400 of FIG: 4, except
porated. An example of such a database is from Jeppesen
Video Display 407 is replaced by Head Mounted Display
Sanderson whose NayData Services division provides aero501. In addition, Head Mounted Display Attitude Sensors
502 are coupled to Computer 405. Head Mounted Display 25 nautical charts and makes this information available in
Attitude Sensors 502 measure the attitude of Head Mounted
digital form.
Display 501. This information is used by Computer 403 to.
The procedure for generating the synthesized threeproduce an additional three dimensional transformation of
dimensional view from the Digital Database may use any
the data from Digital Database 107 to account for the
number of techniques, including those disclosed in the 1987
attitude of the remote pilots Head Mounted Display 501.3
patent to Beckwith of at. (U.S. Pat. No 4,660,157 REAL
This does not require any additional data from the remote
TIME VIDEO PERSPECTIVE DIGITAL MAP DISPLAY
aircraft. Of course, alternative embodiments could include
METHOD), and the 1993 patent to Dawson ot a]. (U2S Pat
both a video display and a head mounted display.
No. 5,179,638 METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR GENFIG. 6 is a block diagram of a simulated remote aircraft
ERATING A TEXTURE MAPPED PERSPECTIVE
used for training remote pilots according to one embodiment
One disadvantage of generating the synthesized
of the invention. FIG. 6 shows Remote Aircraft Simulator 35 VIEW).
three-dimensional
view from these elevation databases in
600 including Computer 605 coupled to Aerodynamic
real
time
is
the
amount
of storage space they require. To
Model Processor 601, Instructor Control Panel 602, Keyavoid this large amount of data storage, one embodiment of
board 603, Simulation Port 604, Graphics System 606,
Digital Database 107 is composed of terrain data that
Storage Device 608, and Simulation Network Interface 609.
Remote Aircraft Simulator 600 communicates with Remote 40 represents the real terrain using polygons. This database may
be generated using any number of techniques. For example,
Pilot Station 400 or 500 through Simulation Port 604.
this database may be generated by transforming one or more
Aerodynamic Model Processor 601 executes a mathematical
elevation databases into a polygon database using the itchmodel that simulates the behavior of a remote aircraft. An
nique taught in "Pilot Aid Using a Synthetic Environment",
Instructor uses Instructor Control Panel 602 and Keyboard
603 to select various training scenarios. Graphics System 45 Ser. No. 08t274,394 filed Jul. 11, 1994. Another method for
606 and Video Display 607 are used to observe the operation
transformingonec or more elevation databases into a polygon
of the system. Storage Device 608 is used to record the
dlattabase is taught in "Digital Map Generator and Display
training session for later evaluation of the session. In addiSystem", Sor. No. 08/543,590, filed Oct. 16, 1995. An
tion to proficiency training, the Remote Aircraft Simulator
example of a three dimensional projected image created
can also be used to practice a proposed mission, The data s from this database is shown in FIG. 7.
communicated to the remote pilot station can include trainWhile the invention has been described interms of several
ing and evaluation data for processing and/or display. This
embodiments,
those skilled in the art will recognize that the
training and evaluation data can include any relevant
invention is not limited to the embodiments described, The
information, such as flight path accuracy, te.
method and apparatus of the invention can be practiced with
Simulation Network Interface 609 peratios participation in
and alterafion within the spirit and scope of the
a battlefield simulation system such as SIMNET, mixing 55 modification
appended claims. The description is thus to be regarded as
aircraft, tankts, and ground troops for training in the coorillustrative instead of limiting on the invention.
dination of mixed forces. 'Thus, the system is designed to
What is claimed is:
allow for the communication of this battlefield simulation
1.' A system comprising:
information between the remote aircraft simulator and the
remote pilot station. This allows the remote pilot station to 60 a remotely piloted aircraft including,
a position determining system to locate said remotely
display one or more other simulated entities (e.g., tanks,
piloted aircraft's position in three dimensions, and
ground troops, other aircraft, etc.) described by the battlean orientation determining system for determining said
field simulation information.
remotely piloted aircraft's orientation in three
The Database
65
dimensional space;
The Digital Database 107 can be comprised of any type of
a communications system for communicating flight data
data from which a three dimensional image can be gonerbetween a computer and said remotely piloted aircraft,
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said flight data including said remotely piloted aircraft's position and orientation, said flight data also
including flight control information for controlling said
remotely piloted aircraft;
a digital database comprising terrain data;

12. The system of claim 1, wherein:
said remotely piloted aircraft includes a device for capturing image data; and said system operates in at least
a first mode in which said image data is not transmitted
5 from aid remotely piloted craft to said computer but
stored in said remotely piloted aircraft.
13. A station for flying a remotely piloted aircraft that is
real or simulated comprising:

said computer to access said terrain data according to said
remotely piloted aircraft's position and to transform
aid terrain data to provide three dimensional projected
image data according to said remotely piloted aircraft's
orientation;
a display for displaying said three dimensional projected

a database comprising terrain data;
a set of remote flight controls for inputting flight control
information;
a computer having a communications unit configured to

image data; and
a set of one or more remote flight controls coupled to said
receive status information identifying said remotely
computer for inputting said flight control information, 15
piloted aircraft's position and orientation in three
wherein said computer is also for determining a delay
dimensional space, said computer configured to access
time for communicating said flight data between said
said terrain data according td said status information
computer and said remotely piloted aircraft, and
and configured to transform said terrain data to provide
wherein said computer adjusts the sensitivity of said set
three dimensional projected image data representing
Of oe or mome remote flight controls based on said 20
said remotely piloted aircraft's environment, said comdelay time.
2. The system of claim 1, wherein:
puter coupled to said set of remote flight controls and
said communications unit for transmitting said flight
said remotely piloted aircraft includes a device for capcontrol information to control said remotelY piloted
turing image data; and
aircraft, said computer also to determine a delay tine
said system operates in at least a first mode in which said 25
for communicating said flight control information
image data is not transmitted from said remotely
between said computer and said remotely piloted
piloted aircraft to said computer at a sufficient data rate
aircraft, and said computer to adjust the sensttivity of
to allow for real time piloting of the remotely piloted
said set of remote flight controls based on said delay
aircraft.
3. 'Th system of claim 1, wherein the flight.data com- 30
time; and
municated between said remotely piloted aircraft and sid
a display configured to display said three dimensional
computer is secured.
projected image data.
4. The system of claim 1, wherein-said remotely piloted
14. The station of claim 13, wherein said communicat ions
aircraft further comprises a set of one or more video cam3 unit is also configured to receive video data representing
eras.
images captured by a set of video cameras on said remotely
5. The system of claim 4, wherein said communications
piloted aircraft, said video data for displaying said images.
system is also for communicating video data representing
15. The station of claim 14, wherein said video data is
images captured by said set of one or more video cameras,
transmitted
on a different communication link that said flight
said video data for displaying said images.
6. The system of claim 5, wherein said video data is 40 control information and sai(l status information.
16. The station of claim 13, wherein said display is ahead
transmitted on a different communication link than said
mounted display.
flight data.
17. The station of claim 13, wherein said set of remote
7. The system of claim 4, wherein at least one camera in
flight controls is responsive to manual manipulations
said set of one or more video camercas is an infrared camera.
S. The system of claim 1, wherein said display is a head 45 18. The station of claim 13. wherein said set of remote
flight controls are configured to allow inputting absolute
mounted display.
pitch and roll angles instead of pitch and roll rates.
P.Ile system of claim 1,wherein said =et of one or more
remote flight controls is responsive to manual manipula19. The station of claim 13, wherein said computer is also
configured to correct adverse yaw without requiring input
tions.
1..The systemn of claim 1,whermin said setof one or more 5 from said set of remote flight controls.
remote flight controls allows for inputting absolute pitch and
20. The station of claim 13, wherein said communications
roll angles instead of pitch and roll rates.
unit includes at least one of a communications transceiver
li-The system of claim 1,wherein said computer is also
and a simulation port.
used for correcting adverse yaw without requiring input
from said set of one or more remote flight controls
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isthat allows a remote aircraft to be controlled by a

remotely located pilot who is presented with a synthesized three-dimensional projected
view representing the environment around the remote aircraft. According to one
aspect of the *invention,a remote aircraft transmits its three-dimensional position and
orientation to a remote pilot station. The remote pilot station applies this information
to a digital database containing a three dimensional description of the environment
around the remote aircraft to present the remote pilot with a three dimensional
projected view of this environment. The remote pilot reacts to this view and interacts
with the pilot controls, whose signals are transmitted back to the remote aircraft. In
addition, the system compensates for the communications delay between the remote
aircraft and the remote pilot station by controlling the sensitivity of the pilot controls.
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BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - Cross References to Related Applications
"Pilot Aid Using a Synthetic Environment", serial no. 08/274,394 fi]ed July
5

11, 1994. "Digital Map Generator and Display System', serial no. 08/543,590, filed
October 16, 1995.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION - Field of Invention
This invention relates to the field of remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) and
10

unmanned aerial vehicles (UJAVs).

BACKGROUND OF THE INVPITIMON - Discussion of Prior Art
RPVs can be-used for any number of purposes. For example, there is a large
organization that promotes the use of remote controlled planes. Certain RPVs are
15

controlled by viewing the plane with the naked eye and using a hand held controller to
control its flight. Other RPVs are controlled by a remote pilot using simple joysticks
while watching the video produced by a camera in the remote aircraft. This camera is
also used. to produce the reconnaissance video. There are tradeoffs involving the
resolution of the video, the rate at which the video is updated, and the bandwidth

20

needed to transmit it. The wider the bandwidth the mote difficult it is to secure the
signal. The freedom to balance these tradeoffs is limited because this video is also
used to pilot. the aircraft and must therefore be updated frequently.
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Certain UAVs are preprogrammed to follow a predetermined course and lack
the flexibility to deal with unexpected situations.
The 1983 patent to Kanaly

CU.S.

Patent No. 4,405,943) shows a control and

communications system for a remotely piloted vehicle where an oculometer determines
5

where the remote operator is looking and signals the remote vehicle to send the high
resolution imagery corresponding to the area around where the remote operator is
looking and low resolution imagery corresponding to the remote operatoresperipheral
vision. The objective is to minimize the. bandwidth of the information transmitted to
the remote operator.
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-3SUMMhARY,
A method and apparatus is described that allows a remote aircraft to be
controlled by a remotely located pilot who is presented with a synthesized threedimensional projected -view representing the environment around the remote aircraft.
5

According to one aspect of the invention, a system is used that includes an aircraft and
a remote pilot-station.
The aircraft uses a communications link to send its location, attitude, and other
operating conditions to the remote pilot station. The remote pilot station receives the
data and uses a database describing the terrain and manmade structures in the remote

10

aircraft's environment to produce a 3D view of the remote aircraft's environment and
present it to the remote human pilot.
*The remote pilot responds to the information and manipulates the remote flight
controls, whose positions and forces are transmitted to the remote aircraft. Since the
amount of data is small, it can be readily secured through encryption and spread-

15

spectrum techniques.
Also, because the video reconnaissance cameras are no longer needed to
remotely pilot the aircraft there is great flexibility in their use. To minimize bandwidth
and reduce the possibility of being detected, the video data can be sent at a slow
update rate. The data can also be stored on the remote aircraft for later transmission.

20

Alternatively, low resolution pictures can be sent in real-time, while the corresponding
high resolution.pictures can be at a later time. The reconnaissance video can even be
transmitted through a differenit communications link than the'control data. Theremmyalso be more thin one reconnaissance camea.
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The delay in the control link must be minimized in order that the remote aircraft
can be properly flown. The system can measure the link delay and make this
information available to the pilotL T'his delay link measurement can also be used to
modify the control software through which the remote pilot flies the remote aircraft.
5

This is to prevent pilot-induced-oscillation.
The computers in the system allow for several modes of operation. For
example, the remote aircraft can be instructed to fly to given coordinates without
further input from the remote pilot. It also makes it possible to provide computer
assistance to the remote pilot. In this mode, the remote flight control controls absolute

10

pitch and roll angles instead pitch and roll rates which is the normal mode for aircraft
In addition, adverse yaw can be automatically corrected so that the resulting control
laws make the remote aircraft extremely easy to fly. Because this. comes at the exk nse
of being able to put the remote aircraft into unusual attitudes, for complete control of
the remote aircraft a standard control mode is provided to give the remote pilot the

15

same type of control that is used to fly a manned aircraft. Since the remote aircraft is
unmanned, the remote pilot can subject the remote aircraft to high-0 maneuvers that
would not be safe fora pilot present in the aircraft.
To -facilitate training, a simulated remote aircraft is provided that allows an
instructor to set up the training m6ission and parameters. This is especially useful in

20

giving remote pilots experience flying -with different control link delays. In this
simulated mode, the system can be further linked to a battlefield simulator such as
SIMNET.
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In the first embodiment, the remote pilot is provi1ded with a standard video
display. Additional display channels can be provided to give the remote pilot a greater
field of view.MTere can even be a display channel to give a rearward facing view.
A second embodiment uses a head mounted display for the remote pilot instead
5

of a standard display. This permits the remote station to be made more compact so that
it can be used in a wider variety of installations. An example would be in a manned
aircraft flying several hundred miles away.
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RIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention may best be understood by referring to the following description
and accompanying drawings which illustrate the invention. In the drawings:
FIG. 1 is a general illustration showing a remote pilot at a remote pilot station
5

aperating.a remote aircraft according to one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 2 is.a block diagram showing the communications link between a remote
pilot station and a remote aircraft according to one embodiment of the invention..
FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a remote aircraft according to one embodiment of
the invention.

io

FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station according to one
embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station according to another
embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a remote aircraft simulator used for training

15

remote pilots according to one embodiment of the invention.
FIG. 7 is an example of a three dimensional projected image presented co a
remote pilot by a remote pilot station according to one embodiment of the invention.
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DETAILFDES&
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In the following description, numerous specific details are set forth to provide
a thorough understanding of the invention. However, it is understood that the
invention may be practiced without these specific details. In other instances, weUl5

known circuits, structures and techniques have not been shown in detail in order not
to obscure the invention.
A method and apparatus is described that allows a remote aircraft to be
controlled by a remotely located pilot who is presented with a synthesized threedimensional projected view representing the environment around the remote aircraft.

10

Since the video from a reconnaissance camera located on the remote aircraft is not
used to pilot the remote aircraft, the amount of data transmitted between the remote
aircraft and the remote pilot is small. This provides greater flexibility in how the
remote aircraft is used and allows the transmitted data to be made more secure. The
remote aircraft may be of any type, for example a remote control plane or helicopter as

15

used by recreational enthusiast.
FIG. I is a general illustration showing a remote pilot at a remote pilot station
operating a remote aircraft according to one embodiment of the invention. FIG. 1
shows Remote Pilot 102 interacting with Remote Pilot Station 101 and controlling
Remote Aircraft 103. Remote Pilot Station 101 and Remote Aircraft 103 respectively

20

include an Antenna 104 and an Antenna 105 for communicating Information 106.
In one embodiment, Information 106 includes status information concerning
the status Of Remote Aircraft 103 and flight control information for controlling the
flight of Remote Aircraft 103. The status information is generated by Remote Aircraft
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103 -and includes the thme dimensional position and the orientation (also termed
attitude, and comprising heading, roll, pitch) of Remote Aircraft 103. The status
information may also include information concerning the flight surfaces, the engine,
an additional altitude reading, etc. Remote Pilot Station 101 uses this status
5

information to retrieve data from a Digital Database 107 which contains a threedimensional description of terrain and manmade structures over which Remote
Aircraft 103 is flying. Based on the three dimensional data retrieved from Digital
Database 10, Remote Pilot Station 101 projects a synthesized three-dimensional
projected view of the terrain and manmade structures in the vicinity of Remote Aircraft

10

103. Based on this view of the terrain and manmade structures, the Remote Pilot
Station 101, on its own andWar in response to input from Remote Pilot 102, generates
and transmits flight control information to Remote Aircraft 103 which adjusts its flight
accordingly.
In one embodiment, the Remote Aircraft 103 is a remote controlled plane or

15

helicopter used for recreational purposes. Since remote controlled planes and
helicopters tend to be small in size, the circuitry in such remote aircraft to generate and
receive Information 106 is minimized. In such systems, the Remote Pilot Station 101
may -beimplemented by including additional attachments to an existing portable
computer. This allows die user to easily transport the remote aircraft and pilot station

20

to an appropriate location for flight.
FIG. 2 is a block diagm-showing a bi-directional communications link
between a remote pilot station and a remote aircraft according to one embodiment of
the invention. FIG. 2 shows Communications Transceiver 201 coupled to Antenna

I
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104 of Remote Pilot Station 101, as well as Communications Transceiver 204 coupled
to Antenna 105 of Remote Aircraft 103. In addition, FIG. 2 shows Information 106
being communicated between Antenna 104 and Antenna 105.
FIG, 3 is a block diagram of a remote aircraft unit used in the remote aircraft
5

according to one embodiment of the invention. FIG. 3 shows Remote Aircraft Unit
300-including Computer 308 coupled to GPS Receiver 301, Turn-and-bank Indicator
302, Gyrocompass 303, Communications Transceiver 204, Aircraft Engine and
Sensors 309, and Aircraft Right Surfaces and Sensors 310. GPS Receiver 301
receives signals from the satellites that make up the global positioning system (GPS)

10

and calculates the aircraft's position in three dimensions. Turn-and-bank Indicator 302
and Gyrocompass 303 provide the aircraft's orientation which comprises heading,
roll, and pitch. This data is sent to Computer 308 for transformation into the
previously described status information. Computer 308 transmits this status
information to Communications Transceiver 204 which produces a radio signal and

15

supplies it to Antenna 105.
The Aircraft Engine and.Sensors 309 are coupled to control the aircraft's
engine, while the Aircraft Flight Surfaces and Sensors 310 are coupled to,control the
aircrafes flight surfaces. The flight control information is received from the remote
.pilot station by Computer-308 through Anserm 105 and Communications Transceiver

20

204. This flight control information is protessed by Computer 308 into the necessary
signals for transmission to Aircraft Engine mnd Sensors 309 and Aircraft. Flight
Surfaces and Sensors 3 10 to control the aircraft's engine and-flight surfaces,
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respectively. The operation of the aircraftes flight control surfaces will be later
described with reference to FIG. 4.
In order to protect against ECM, the communications link between the Remote
Pilot Station 101 and the Remote Aircraft 103 may be secured. While any number of
5

different techniques may be used to secure this link, in one embodiment Computer
308 is implemented to encrypt/decrypt the data transmitted and Communications
Transceiver 204 is implemented to use spread spectrum techniques.
Computer 308 may optionally be coupled to Altimeter 304, Video Camera
System 305. Infrared Video Camera System 306, Radar 307, and/or Video Storage

10

Unit 311. Altimeter 304 provides an output of the aircraft's; altitude as a safety check
in the event UPS Receiver 301 malfunctions. Thus, this additional altitude reading
may also be transmitted-to Remote Pilot Station 101 as part of the status information.
Video Camera System 305 is controlled by Computer 308 which determines
where the camera is pointing as well as focusing and the zoom factor. The video

15

produced by the camera is not used by the remote pilot for flying the remote aircraft,
so there is more flexibility in using the video. As a result, any number of techniques
can be used for receiving the images captured by Video Camera System 305. As
examples:
1. High resolution, high update images may be sent back in real-time through

20

the Communications Link, when the high bandwidth needed can be tolerated.
2. High resolution, low update images may be sent back in real-time through
the Comimunicationstink to ieduce the bandwidth.
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3. The video may be recorded in Video Storage Unit 311 for later
transmission.
4. The video may be tranismitted -through a separate communications link.
5. There may be multiple video cameras.
5

Infrared Video Camera System 306 is similar to Video Camera System 305
and has the same ope!ating modes.
Radar 307 in Remote Aircraft 103 may be passive or active. It may scan a
particular pattern or it may track a selected object. Radar 307 may consist of several
Radar units. The information. from Radar 307 is processed by Computer 308 so that

10

only the desired information is transmitted over the communication link to the Remote
Pilot Station 101 for display.
FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station according to one
embodiment of the invention. FIG. 4 shows a Remote Pilot Station 400 including a
Computer 405 coupled to Communications Transceiver 201, Digital Database 107,

15

Graphics System 406, User Eight Controls with Force Feedback 408, and a Storage
Device 409. The Storage Device 409 represents one or more mechanisms for storing
data. For example. the Storage Device 409 may include read only memory (ROM),
adam access memory (RAM), magnetic disk storage mediums, optical storage
mediums, flash memory devices, and/or other machine-readable mediums. Of course,

20

Digital Database 107 may be stored in one or more machine-readable mediums and/or
in Storage Device 409.

-

As previously described, Antenna 104 receives the radio signals transmitted by
Remote Aircraft 103 representing the status information of Remote Aircraft 103.
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These radio signals are transformed by Communications Transceiver 201 and sent to
Computer 405. Communications'Trimsceiver 201 is set to the same mode as
Communications Transceiver 204, so that if, for example, spread spectrum techniques
are used, the signal will be transparently received. Computer 405 recovers the data
5

(de-encrypting, if required) so that the data communications from-Computer 308 in the
Remote Aircraft to Computer 405 in the Remote Pilot Station is transparent. Thus, the
bi-directional communications link comprises the combination of Communications
Transceiver 201, Antenna 104, Antenna 105, and Communications Transceiver 204.
As previously described, the status information received by Computer 405

10

includes the three dimensional position and the orientation of Remote Aircraft 103.
The status informaiion may also include information concerning the flight surfaces,
flight sensors, the engine, an additional altitude reading, etc. Computer 405 uses this
status information to retrieve data from Digital Database 107 which contains a threedimensional description of terrain and manmnade structures over which Remote

15

Aircraft 103 is flying. The composition and citation of the Digital Database 107 is
further described later. l1ased on the three dimensional data retrieved from Digital
Database 107, Computer 405 performs the mathematical operations to transform and
project.the three dimensional data to generate video data representing a synthesized
three -dimensional projected view of the terrain (and, if desired, manmade structures)

20

in'the vicinity or environment of Remote Aircraft 103. This video data is transmitted
to Graphics System 406, which displays the synthesized three-dimensional projected
view on Video Display 407.
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Since the image is generated from die digital database, virtually any image of
the environment of the Remote Aircraft 103 can be generated. As examples, the pilot
may select the environment to be: 1) a simulated image of what would be seen out of
the cockpit of a manned aircraft on a similar flight path; 3) a simulated image of what
5

would be seen when looking in any direction .(e.g., backwards, out a side window,
etc.); 3) a simulated image of what would be seen if a camera were tailing the remotely
piloted aircraft; etc. In addition, the simulated image may be set to any magnification.
T7hus, the phrase environment of Remote Aircraft 103 is intended to include any image
generated with reference to the remote aircraft's position.

10

The User Right controls with Force Feedback 408 are used by the remote pilot
to input flight path informnation. The User Right Controls may be of any number of

different types, some of which are further described later herein. The status
information received by Computer 405 also includes information received from
Aircraft Right Surfaces and Sensors 310. This information is used to actuate force
15

feedback circuitry in User Right Controls With Force Feedback 408. Remote Pilot
102 observes the synthesized three-dimensional environment displayed on Video
Display 407, feels the forces on User Flight Controls With Force Feedback 408 and
moves the controls accordingly. This flight control information is sent through the
communications link, to Computer 308, and is used to control dhe aircraft flight

20

surfaces in Aircraft Right Surfaces and Sensors 310. Remote Pilot 102 also receives
data ftom Aircraft Engine and Sensors 309 through the communications.link and is
able to send data back to control the engine.
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liehlCatol
To illustrate the operation of the remote aircraft, afixed-wing airplane will be
described as an example. However, the basic principles apply to other types of
aircraft as well. The basic control surfaces of an airplane consist of the ailerons, the
5

horizontal elevators, and the rudder. The ailerons are moved differentially (one up,
one down) to rotate the airplane around its roll,axis; the horizontal elevators cause the
airplane to rotate around its pitch axis; and the rudder causes the airplane to rotate
around its yaw axis.
When the ailerons are used to modify the lift characteristics of the wings, one

10

wing creates more lift while the other wing creates less lift. This also changes the
drag characteristics of the wings and results in a yaw force that is opposite to the yaw
force that results from the tail section causing the airplane to weather-cock into the
relative wind. It is this yaw force caused by the airplane weather-cocking into the
relative wind that causes a banked airplane to turn. The opposite yaw force produced

15

by using the ailerons is called adverse yaw; the rudder control is used to counteract
this force to produce a coordinated turn.
The simplest type of flight control consists of ajoystick and a set of rudder
pedals. The controls are directly connected to the flight control surfaces. With a
joystick; moving the stick left and right moves the ailerons, while moving the stick

20

forward and backward moves the horizontal elevators. The rudder is controlled by
two foot pedals, one for each foot, that are mounted on a common shaft and hinged in
the middle like a seesaw. Pressing one foot pedal forward 6ia ses the other foot pedal
to move backward and causes the rudder to also move in one direction. Pressing the

1,
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other foot pedal causes it to move forward and the opposite pedal to move backward
and causes the rudder to move in the opposite direction.
An alternative to the joystick is the control yoke which consists of a wheel
attached to a shaft that moves in and out of the control housing. Turning the wheel
5

clockwise or counterclockwise moves the ailerons; moving the wheel shaft in and out
moves the horizontal elevators. The rudder peda]s as the same as those used with a
joystick.
In order to aid in a description of remote aircraft operation, it is thought
worthwhile to first describe the operation of non-remotely piloted vehicles. Non-

10

remotely piloted vehicles can be operated in one of two ways (also termed as flight
control modes); direct control or computer control (also termed as computer
mediated).
Direct Control Non-Remotely Piloted Vehicles
When the flight controls are connected directly to the control surfaces the result

15

is a.second order system. Using the joystick as an example, moving the joystick left
or right establishes a roll rate. The airplane continues to roll until the joystick is
returned to the center position, after which the airplane remains in the bank angle thus
established. The foot pedals are used to counteract the adverse yaw as previously
described. Moving the joystick forward or backward establishes a pitch rate. The

20

airplane continues to pitch until the joystick is returned to the center position, after
which the airplane remains in the pitch angle thus established. Both the.roll rate and
the pitch rate are subject to the limits of the airplane's desig6-
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Since dhe joystick is directly connected to the control surfaces, the
aerodynamic forces on the control surfaces are transmitted back to the pilot, giving
him or her valuable feedback on.how the airplane.is flying.
The successful operation of the second order system with the pilot in the loop
5

depends on several factors such as the area and placement of the control surfaces, how
much the control surfaces move in response to the movement of the pilot controls, and
how long the airplane takes to respond to changes of the control surfaces. The total
system characteristics also depend on the reaction time of the pilot. If the resulting
system is poorly designed it may be unstable, whichbmeans it may not be possible for

10

a human pilot to fly it safely. An example of an unstable system is where the pilot
desires to perform a gentle roll to the right and so moves the joystick to the right, the
airplane's roll rate is faster than the pilot desires so he/she attempts to compensate by
moving the joystick to the left, the airplane rolls left at a rate that is faster than the pilot
desires so he/she moves the joystick to the right, and so on, with the pilot constantly

15

overcorrecting and with the aircrafe's rolling motions constantly getting larger and
larger until the aircraft gets into a condition from which it may not be possible to

recover, (e.g., sp,inning into the ground). The type of loss of control described is
usually referred to as 'pilot induced oscillation' and although it may be caused by an
inexperienced or inattentive pilot it is more often caused by poor airplane design.
20

Therefore, new airplane designs ame extensively tested to make sure they can be safely
flown. Examples of airplanes that use direct control of the control surfaces (Direct
Control Second Order Systems) are the Cessna 150 and the Piper Cub.
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Computer Mediated Non-Remotel& Piloted Vehicles
Computer mediated control systems use acomputer between the pilot controls
and the control surfaces. The pilot controls are read by the computer, the data are
modified in a particular way, and the computer sends control signals to the control
5

surfaces. The computer may also sense the forces on the control surface and use it to
control force feedback to the pilot controls. This type of computer mediated control
may be used to-fly an airplane that.would otherwise be unstable, such as the F16 or
theFP117. Aircraft such as the F16 and F117 are also second order systems because
the position of the pilot's joystick represents rate of rotation.

10

There are risks inherent in a computer mediated system. Although the
program can be simulated extensively before using it in an actual airplane, the
computer program may be quite large and therefore difficult to simulate under all~
possible conditions. An example of this is the Swedish JAS 39 Gripen Fighter.
Despite extensive simulation of the flight control system, during a test flight a Gripen

15

crashed due to "..the flight control system's high amplification of stick commands
combined with the pilot's" large, rapid stick movements"." The pilot had entered a
low-speed high-banked turn at a 280 meter altitude with lit afterburners and was
leaving the turn when his actions led to 'pilot-induced oscillation'. (Aviation Week &
Space Technology, August 23, 1993, pages 72-73).

20

Having described techniques for operating non-remotely piloted vehicles, the
Fight Control Modes for RPVs will be described.
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Second Order RPV Flight Control Mode
A second order control system for an RPV is inherently computer mediated
because the remote pilot must interact through two computers: the computer in the
remote aircraft and the computer in the remote pilot station.
5

Elying an RPV is further complicated because there are additional time delays
in the loop. Ihe computer in the remote aircraft must first determ ine the aircraft's
position and orientation. The additional processing for transmitting a secure signal by
encryption and/or spread spectrum techniques may create additional delays.
Transmission delay of signals between the remote aircraft and remote pilot station is

10

negligible for a direct path. However, if the signals are relayed through other facilities
the delay time may be appreciable, especially if an orbiting satellite is used. There are
additional delays in the remote pilot station as the remote aircraft's position and
orientation are used to transform the data from the digital database to present the pilot
with the synthesized 3D projected view from the remote aircraft. In one embodiment,

15

the RPV system measures the various delays and modifies the control laws used by
the computer in the remote pilot aircraft and in the feedback provided by the computer
in the remote pilot station to the remote pilot. For example, the computer may adjust
the.sensitivity of the User Right Controls 408 according to the delay (e.g., as the
delay increases, the computer will decrease the sensitivity of the flight controls). The

20

system also displays the measured delay to the remote pilot.
Firt
OderRPVfliht Control Mode
The stability of the flight control system, and thus the flyability of an RPV,
can be improved considerably by using a first order system. In one embodiment of

r,1
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such a first order system the position of the remote pilotes joystick represents an angle
relative to die horizon, instead of representing a rate of rotation as in a second order
system. The position of the joystick is transmitted to the computer in the remote
aircraft which moves the control surfaces as required to place the remote aircraft in the
5

requested orientation. The control system in the remote aircraft is still a second order
system but the delays in the communications link and the remote pilot station are no
longer a part of the system's loop.
When ajoystick is centered, the remote aircraft will fly straight and level.
Wh en the joystick is to the right of center the remote aircraft will be in a right banked

10

turn. When the joystick is to the left of center the remote aircraft will be in a left
banked turn. When the joystick is backward from center the remote aircraft will be in
a pitch up orientation. When the joystick is forward of center the remote aircraft will
be in a pitch down orientation.
The amount of bank and pitch permitted depends on the design of the remote

15

aircraft. A high performance remote aircraft will be capable of a greater amount of
pitch and bank than will a low performance remote aircraft
Referring again to FIG. 4, Computer 405 may optionally be coupled to
Control Panel 402, Keyboard 403, Simulation Port 404, Video Interface 4 10, VCR
411, and/or Video Display 412. In one embodiment, Control Panel 402 contains

20

specialized lights, displays, and switches to allow a quicker response to situations
than can be provided by Keyboard 403. Control Panel 402 can be arranged to
approximate the look and feel of an actual aircraft cockpit. Kiyboard 403 allows the
remote pilot to select various operating modes. For training purposes, Simulation Port
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404 allows the remote pilot station to be connected to a remote aircraft simulator
instead of an actual remote aircraft. The remote aircraft simulator will be further
described with reference to FIG. 6. Storage Device 409 allows the flight data to be
recorded. During playback this previously recorded data is substituted for real-time
5

data from the remote aircraft to replay the mission for analysis. Any video received
from any reconnaissance cameras on the Remote Aircraft 103 is converted by Video
Interface 410 so that it can be recorded on VCR 411 and displayed on Video Display
412. VCR 411 can also operate in straight-through mode so that the reconnaissance
video can be viewed i real time.

10

FIG. 5 is a block diagram of a remote pilot station according to another
embodiment of the invention, FIG. 5 shows Remote Pilot Station 500. Remote Pilot
Station 500 is similar to Remote Pilot Station 400 of FIG. 4, except Video Display
40-7 is replaced by Head Mounted Display 501. In addition, Head Mounted Display
Attitude Sensors 502 am coupled to Computer 405. Head Mounted Display Attitude

15

Sensors 502 measure the attitude of Head Mounted Display 501. T'his information is
used by Computer 405 to produce an additional three dimensional transformation of
the data from Digital Database 107 to account for the attitude of the remote pilot's
Head Mounted Display 501. This does not require any additional data from the remote
aircraft. Of course, alternative embodiments could include both a video display and a

20

head mounted display.
FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a simulated remote aircraft used for training
remote pilots according to one embodiment of the invention:FIG. 6 shows Remote
Aircraft Simulator 600 including Computer 605 coupled to Aerodynamic Model
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Processor 601, Instructor Control Panel 602, Keyboard 603. Simulation Port 604,
Graphics Systemn 606, Storage Device 608, and Simulation Network Interface 609.
Remote Aircraft Simulator 600 communicates with Remote Pilot Station 400 or 500
through Simulation Port 604. Aerodynamic Model Processor 601 executes a
5

mathematical model that simulates the behavior of a remote aircraft. An instructor uses
Instructor Control Panel 602 and Keyboard 603 -to select various training scenarios.
Graphics System 606 and Video Display 60Y7 are used to observe the operation of the
system. Storage Device 608 is used to record the training session for later evaluation
of thie session. In addition to proficiency training, the Remote Aircraft Simulator can

10

also be used to practice a proposed mission. The data communicated to the remote
pilot station can include training and evaluation data for processing and/or display.
This trining and evaluation data can inc]ude any relevant information, such as flight
path accuracy, etc.
Simulation Network Interface 609 permits participation in a battlefield

15

simulation system such as SIMNET, mixing aircraft, tanks, and ground troops for
training in the coordination of mixed forces. Thus, the system is designed to allow
for the communication of this battlefield simulation information between the remote
aircraft simulator and.the remote pilot station. This allows the remote pilot station to
display one or more other simulated entities (e.g., tanks, ground troops, other aircraft,

20

etc.) described by the battlefield simulation information.

Ile Dtabaa
The Digital Database 107 can be comnprised of any type of data from which a
three dimensional image can be generated. For example, the U.S. Geological Survey
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(USGS) makes available various databases, two of which are of particular interest.
The first is the Digital Elevation Model data which consist of an array of regularly
spaced terrain elevations.
The other USGS database is the Digital Line Graph data which includes:
5

political and administrative boundaries; hydrography consisting of all flowing water,
standing water, and wetlands; major transportation systems consisting of roads and
trails, railroads, pipelines, transmission lines, and airports; and significant manmade
structures. The,Digital Line Graph data is two-dimensional. In the present invention
featres such as water, roads, railroads, and pipelines are represented as polygons

10

with elevations determined from the Digital Elevation Model data. Transmission lines
and significant manmnade structures are defined as three-dimensional objects made of
polygons and are placed according-to the elevations determined from the Digital
Elevation Model data. The different types of objects are ragged so that the remote pilot
can select them to be highlighted by category or by specific object.

15

Data from additional digital databases can also be incorporated. An example of
such a database -isfrom Jeppesen Sanderson whose NayData Services division
provides aeronautical charts and makes this information available in digital form.
The procedure for generating the synthesized three-dimensional view from the
Digital. Database may use any number of techniques, including those disclosed in the

20

1987 patent to Beckwith et al. (U.S. Patent No. 4,660,157 REAL TIME VIDEO
PERSPECTIVE DIGITAL,MAP DISPLAY METHOD), and the 1993 patent to
Dawson et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,179,638 METHOD AND-APPARATUS FOR
GENERATING A TEXTURE MAPPED PERSPECT'IVE VIEW). One disadvantage

I
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of generating the synthesized thredimensional view from these elevation databases in
real time is the amount of storage space they require. To avoid this large amount of
data storage, one embodiment of Digital Database 107 is composed of terrain data that
represents the real terrain using polygons. This database may be generated using any
5

number of techniques. For example, this database may be generated by transforming
one or more elevation databases into a polygon database using the technique taught in
"Pilot Aid Using a Synthetic Environment", serial no. 081274,394 filed July 11,
1994. Mother method for transforming one or more elevation databases into a
polygon database is taught in "Digital Map Generator and Display System", serial no.

10

08/543,590, filed October 16, 1995. An example of a three dimensional projected
image created from this database is shown in Fig. 7.
While the invention has been described in terms of several embodiments,'those
sIlled in the art will recognize that the invention is not limited to the embodiments
described. The method and apparatus of the invention can be practiced with

15

modification and alteration within the spirit and scope of the appended claims. The
description is thus to be regarded as illustrative instead of limiting on the invention.
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CLAIMS
What is claimed is:

5

1.

A system co

RDIa
3

rising:

remotely piote aircraft;
a communic dons system for communicating flight data between a computer

4

and said remotely p led aircraft, said flight data including said remotely piloted

5

aircraft's position

6

information for co trolling said remotely piloted aircraft;
7

8
9
10

d orientation, said flight data also including flight control

digital d tabase comprising terrain data;
said corn titer to access said terrain data according to said remotely piloted

aircraft's positio and to transform said terrain data to provide three dimensional
projected image

ta. according to said remotely piloted aircraft's orientation;

11I

a display or displaying said three dimensional projected image data; and

12

a set of oi ieor more remote flight controls coupled to said computer for

13

1

inputting said flI ht control information.

2.

The syste of claim 1,said remotely piloted aircraft including:

2
3

a osition determining system for locating said remotely piloted
aircraftfs positio in three dimensions; and

4
5

orientation determining system for determining said remotely piloted
aircrafts orien tion.in three dimensional sp ace.-
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(V

The system of claim 1.wherein the flight data communicated between said

1

3.

2

remotely piloted aircraft and said computer is secured.

1

4.

2

a set of one or more video cameras.

1

5.

2

communicating video data representing images captured by said set of one or more

3

video cameras, said video data for displaying said images.

1

6.

2

communication link than said flight data.

1

7.

2

video cameras is an infrared cam era.

1

8.

The system of claim 1, wherein said display is a head mounted display.

1

9.

The system of claim 1,wherein said set of one or more remote flight controls

2

is respons ive to manual manipulations.

The system of claim 1,wherein said remotely piloted aircraft further comprises

The system of claim 4, wherein said communications system is also for

The system of claim 5,wherein said video data is transmitted on a different

The system of claim 4, wherein at least one camera in said set of one or more
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1

10.

2

time for communicating said fl'

3

piloted aircraft

1 11.

The systemn of claim 1, wherein s

The system a

2 set of one or mo

1

i'

computer is also for determining a delay

between said computer and said remotely

m 10, wherein said computer adjusts the sensitivity of said
mote flight controls based on said delay time.

The system of claim 1,wherein said set of one or more remote flight controls

2

allows for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles instead of pitch and roll rates.

1

The system of claim 1, wherein said computer is also used for correcting

2

adverse yaw without requiring input from said set of one or more remote flight

3

controls.

1. A station for flying a rmotly piloted aircraft that is real or simulated

3

a database comnprisin Iterrain data;
4

a set ofrernote flight ontrols for inputting flight control information;

5

a computer having a mmunications unit configured to receive status

6

information identifying sai remotely piloted aircraft's position and orientation in three

7

dimensional space, said co puter configured to access said terrain data according to

8

said status information an configured to transform said terrain data to provide three
9dimensional projected ima e data representing said remotely piloted aircraft's

[17205I.P004

Patent

L0

environment, said computer coup]

L1

communications unit for transmi ng said flight control information to control said

12

remotely piloted airraft;
and cop
a display configure
display said three dimensional projected image data.

13

said set of remote flight controls and said

ki
1

The station of clai mZ'herein said communications unit is also configured

2

to receive video data representing images captured by a set of video cameras on said

3

remotely piloted aircraft, said video data for displaying said images.

I
2

Ile station of claimx wherein said video data is transmitted on a different
communication link that said flight control information and said status information.

I

r1 Iesainocli~
Thestaton, f clim);wherein said display is a head mounted display.

I

The station of clAimWtwherein said set of remote flight controls is

2

responsive to manual manipulations.

1

19.

2

time for communicating said flight coq

The station of claim 14, wherein slai cmputer is also for determining a delay
fotrmation between said computer and

3said remotely piloted aircraft.

1

20.

The station of claim
X 1 , wh

2set of remote flight4contro

7
(.1

2055.P0D4

wsad computer adjukti the sensitivity of said

based on said delay time.

Patent

Ic
The station of claims wherein said set of remote flight controls are

1I7
2

configured to allow inputting absolute pitch and roll angles instead of pitch and rol

3

rates.

1 ,7
2

adverse yaw without requiring input from said set of remote flight controls.

I
2

The station of claim(wherein said computer is also configured to correct

~

The station of clairnX1 wherein said communications unit includes at least

one of a communications transceiver and a simulation portL

a position determining system:
3

*'an

orientation determining system;

4

a communications syste

5

remotely piloted aircraft's pos ti

d a Jentation, to a pilot station for transformation

6

into a three dimensional pr'

ge of said remotely piloted aircraf .t's

.7

environment according

8

polygons, said co

9

control info

10

nismitting status information, including said

a database representing real teftestrial terrain using

ufications system also for receiving from said pilot station flight

tion; and

control system for adjusting said remotely piloted aircraft's flight in response

I1

72

or

in ormation.
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2

said flight control information iscommunicated between said remotely piloted aircr

3

and said pilot station using a secured communications link.

1

26..

2

further comprises a set of video cameras.

1

27.

2

unit for storing images captured by said set

1

28.

2

is also for transmitting to said pilot stai n video data representing images captured by

3

said set of video cameras, said vide data for displaying said images.

1

29.

2

trnsmitted real-time.

1

30.

2

transmitted on

1

31.

2

set

The remotely piloted aircraft of claim 24, wherein said remo y piloted aircraft

The remotely piloted aircraft of claim 26, fu

The remotely piloted aircraft of la'

vid

comprising a video storage
cameras.

26, w

in said communications system

The remotely piloted ircraft of claim 28, wherein said video data is

The remote piloted aircraft of claim 28, wherein said video data is
ifferent communication link than said status information.

e remotely piloted aircraft of claim 28, whel
vi

2055.P004
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is an initdcamera.
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2

having a current position and a current orientation, said method comprising the steps

4

determining the current position of said remotely piloted aircraft in th

5

dimensions;

6
7

determining the current orientation of said remotely piloted airc:
dimensions;

8
9

communicating said current position and current arienta 'n from said remotely

piloted aircraft to a pilot station;

10
11

t in three

accessing a database comprising terrain data

at

resents real terrestrial

terrain as a set of polygons;

12

transforming said terrain data into image d

rep

g a simulated three

13

dimensional view according to the current posi on and orientation of said remotely

14

piloted aircraft;

15

displaying said simulated thre

16

communicating flight con

imensional view using said image data; and
information from said pilot,station to said

17

remotely piloted aircraft, Maid rotely piloted aircraft flying in accordance with said

18

flight control information.

1
2
3
4

33.

7be method f claim 32, further comprising the steps of:
deterni ng a delay time for communicating said flight control information to

said remot

piloted aircraft;

dustin s

2055.P004

2

generating said flight control information in response to manual manipul ins

3

of a set of -manual flight controls on said pilot station.

1

35.

2

1

The method of claim 32 further comprising the steps of:
recording images using a set of cameras o said re

36.

2

The method of claim 35 further compri
communicating video data represe ing s

3

aircraft to said pilot station.

1

37.

2

performed real-time.

1

38.

2

is peri

1

39.

The method of dci

g the steps of:
ges from said remotely piloted

36, wherein said step of communicating video data is

ethod of claim 36, wherein said step of communicating said video data
ed using a differen

A system compfis' g:

2

a simulation unit

3

a communicati

4

rely piloted aircraft.

computer and said si

2055.P004

nfigrd to simulate at least a remotely piloted aircraft;
s sys4configured to communicaiflight data between a

lation unit, said flight data including said remotely piloted

Ptn
Patent

5

aircrafts position and orientation, said

ght data also including flight control

6

information for controlling said remote

piloted aircraft;

7

a digital database comprising rrain data;

8

said computer configured to

9

cess said terrain data according to said remotely

piloted aircraft's position and to trform said terrain data to provide three

10

dimensional projected image data ccording to said remotely piloted aircraft's

I1I

orientation;

12.
13

a dsplay configured to isplay said three dimensional projected image data;
and

14
15

a set of one or morn

ote flight atrols coupled to said computer for

inputting said flight control i formatio

1

40.

The system ofeclai 39, whe *said simulation unit includes a simulation

2

network interface config

3

simulation network, sai communications system also configured to communicate said

4

battlefield simulation i ormation between said simulation unit and said computer, said

5

computer also config ed to display one or more other simulated entities'described by

6

said battlefield simul tion information.

1

41.

to communicate battlefield simulation information with a

The system of claim 40, wherein said simulation network is SIMNET.

2055.P004
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1

42.

The system of claim 41, wherein sai simulation unit isalso configured to

2

communicate to said computer via said corn unications system training and evaluation

3

information for processing, recording, or isplay by said computer.

1

43.

The system of claim 39, whe isaid simulation unit further comprises:

2

a-aerodynamic model processo for aiding in simulating said remotely piloted

3

aircraft.

1

44.

The system of claim 39, w rein said display is a head mounted display.

1

45.

7te system of claim 39, herein

2

is responsive to manual manip lations.II

1

46.

2

time for communicating sa dflight data between said computer and said remotely

3

piloted aircraft.

1

47.

2

set of one or mote re ote flight controls based on said delay time.

1

48.

2

allows for inputti

The system of claim 9, wherei

id se

one or more remote flight controls

aid computer is also for determining a delay

The system of aim 46, wherein said computer adjusts the sensitivity of said

The systemn fclaim 39, wherein said set of one or more remote flight controls

2055.P004

absolute pitch and roll angles instead of pitch and roll rates.
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49.

The

2adve:rse
3

con

2055.P004

iofcam3Awherein said computer is also used for correcting
without requir4gIput from said set of one or more remote flight
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Serial No.: 08/587,731
Art Unit:
2304.

DETAILED ACTION
Notice to Applicant(s)

1.

This application has been examined. Claims 1-49 are pending.

2.

The prior art submitted on January 19, 1996 has been considered.

Drawings

3.

The drawings are objected to under 37 CFR § 1.84 for the reasons set forth by

the draftsman. See attached PTQ-948 form for details. Correction is required.

-

However, correction of the noted defect can be deferred until the application is.allowed
by the examiner.

Claim Rejections -35 USC § 102

4.

The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of 35 U.S.C. § 102

that forn the basis for the rejections under this section made in this Office action:
A person shall be entitled to a patent unless
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed publication in this or a
foreign country or in public use or on sale in this country, more than one year
prior to the date of application for patent in the United States.
-

Serial No. : 08/587,731
2304
Art Unit:

5.

3

Claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32, and 34-45 rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as being

anticipated by Lyons et al. (an article entitled' Some Navigation Concepts For
Remotely Piloted Vehicleg, AGUARD) Conference Proceedings No. 176 on Medium
Accuracy Low Cost Navigation, September 1975, pages 5-1 to 5-15).
a.

With respect to claims 1, 14, and 39, Lyons et al. disclose the invention

as claimed (see at least the abstract) including a remotely piloted aircraft (see figure 8,
RPV), a communications system for commu~nicating flight data between a computer and
said remotely piloted aircraft, said flight data including said remotely piloted aircraft's
position and orientation, said flight data also including flight control information for
controlling said remotely piloted aircraft (see page 5-2, section Radio Navigation Using
a Data Link,,and figure 6 and the related text), a digital database comprising terrain
data (see pages 5-3 and 5-4, section Terrain Map Correlation; and figure 8). Lyons et
al. fuirther disclose that the computer accesses said terrain data according to said
remotely piloted aircraft's position and to transform said terrain data to provide three
dimensional projected image data according to said remotely piloted aircraft's
orientation; a.display for displaying said three dimensional projected image data (see
page 5-4, third paragraph, and figure 8), and a remote flight control coupled to said
computer for inputting said flight control information (see figure 6).
Therefore, all of the limitations of claim 1 are met by Lyons et a].

Serial No.: 08/587,731
2304
Art Unit:

b.

4

With respect to claim 2, Lyons also disclose that remotely piloted aircraft

including a position determining system for locating said remotely piloted aircraft's
position in three dimnensions and an orientation determining system for determining said
remotely piloted aircraft's orientation in three dimensional space (see pages 5-4 and 55, section Navigation Accuracy).
c.

With respect to claim 3, Lyons et al. disclose that the flight data

communicated between said remotely piloted aircraft and said computer is secured (see
page 5-2, first paragraph of the Radio Navigation Using Data Link section).
d.

With respect to claims 4, 5, 7, and 15, Lyons et al. disclose that said

remotely piloted aircraft further comprises a infra red sensor image (video camera) and
means for communicating and displaying video data representing images captured by
the sensor image (see page 5-3, section Map Matching, and figure 8).
e.

With respect to claims 6 and 16, Lyons et al. disclose that the video data

is transmitted on a different communication link (wideband transmission..of video
signals) than said flight data (see page 5-2, first paragraph of section Radio Navigation
Using a Data Link).
f,

With respect to claims 8, 17, and 4, Lyons et al. disclose that the display

is a head :mounted display (see figures 5 and 6).
g.

With respect to claims 9, 18, and 45, Lyons et al. also disclose that the

Serial No.:
Art Unit:

08/587, 731
2304

remote filil lht control is responsive to maniual manipulations (see figure 6).
With respect to claim 23, Lyons et al, disclose that the communications

h.

unit includ es at.least one of a communications transceiver and a simulation port (see
page 5-4a nd figure 6).
i.

-With respect to claim 24, Lyons et al. further disclose that the database

representing terrain using polygons (see figure

j.

to).

With respect to claims 25-28 and 30-31, the limitations of these claims

have been noted in the rejection above. They are therefore considered rejected as set
forth above.
k.

With respect to claim 29, wherein said video data is transmitted real-time

(see page 5-3, first paragraph of the section Map Matching).
I.

Claims 32 and 34-38 are method claims corresponding to apparatus claims

24-31. Therefore, claims 32 and 34-38 are rejected for the same rationales set forth for
claims 24-31.
mn.

With respect to claim 40-42, Lyons et al. disclose that the simulation unit

includes a network interface.configured to communicate battlefield simulation
information with a simulation network, said communications systemnalso configured to
communicate said battlefield simulation information between said simulation unit and
said computer, said computer also configured to display one or more other simulated

Serial No.: 08/587,731
2304
Art Unit:
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entities described by said battlefield simulation information (see the Introduction,
Terrain Map Correlation sections, and figures 7, 9).
n.

With respect to claim 43, Lyons et al. disclose that the simulation unit

further comprises an aerodynamic model processor for aiding in simulating said
remotely piloted aircraft (see page 5-4, second paragraph).

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

6.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S. C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:
(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed
or described as set forth in section 102 of this title, if the differences between the
subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject
matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made
to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was
made.

Claims 10, 11, 19, 20, 33, 46, and 47 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as

Serial No.: 08/587,731
2304
Art Unit:
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being unpatentable over Lyons et al. as applied to claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32, and 34-45,
and further in view of Kanaly (4,405,943).
Lyons et al. disclose the claimed invention as discussed above except for the
determination of a delay time for communicating said flight data between said
computer and said remotely piloted aircraft, and adjusting the sensitivity of said set of
one or more remote flight controls based on said delay time. However, Kanaly does
suggest delay time for communicating between the ground station and the remote
airborne into account of controlling the remote airborne (see at least column 3, lines
15-24, and column 8, line 54 to column 9, line 6). It would have been obvious to
incorporate the teaching of Kanaly into the system of Lyons et al. in order to improve
the system with the enhanced capability of providing more accurate the remote flight
controls to the renmoted vehicle and receiving the accurate position and heading data of
the vehicle from the remoted vehicle.

S.

Claims 12-13, 21-22, and 48-49, rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) -as being

unpatentable over Lyons et al. as applied to claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32, and 34-45 above,
and further in view of Thomnberg et al. (5,552,983).
Lyons et al. disclose the claimed invention as discussed above except that the
remote flight controls allows for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles. However,

8
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such feature is well known in the art at the time the invention was made. For example,
Thornberg et a]. suggest a variable referenced control system for remotely operated
vehicles which includes means for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles for remotely
control the unmanned aerial vehicle (see at least figures 5 and 6).

It would have been

obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to
incorporate the teaching of Thornberg et al. into the system of Lyons et al. in order to
input the pitch and roll control signals as the flight control signals for remotely control
the vehicle.
Conclusion

9.

All claims are rejected.

10.

The following references are cited as being of general interest: Diamantides

(3,742,495), Brocard et al. (4,218,702), Narendra et al. (4,855,822), Loard
(5,015,187), Fitzpatrick et a!. (5,072,396), Rahim (5,155,683), Eiband et a].
(5,240,207), Steinitz et al. (5,266,799), and Khvilivitkcy.

11,

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to examiner Tan Nguyen, whose telephone number is
(703) 305-9755. The examiner can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from

9
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7:30 AM-5:00 PM. The examiner can also be reached on alternate Fridays.'
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessfuil, the examiner's
supervisor, Kevin J. Teska, can be reached on (703) 305-9704.
Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should
be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3800.
Any response to -this action should be mailed to:
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231
or faxed to:
(703) 308-9051, (for formal communications intended for entry)
Or:
(703) 308-5357 (for informal or draft communications, please label
"PROPOSED" or "DRAFT")
Hand-delivered responses should be brought to Crystal Park II, 2121
Crystal Drive, Arlington. VA., Sixth Floor (Receptionist).
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requirements that may be present In the last Office action, end since the claims are now allowable, this completed form Isconsidered to fulfll the
response requirements of the last Office saton.
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The communication filed on October 05, 1997 is non-responsive because
it fails to include a complete or accurate record of the substance of the September 11,
1997 interview. There is no argument or discussion about the difference between
claimed invention and the references cited in the amendment (the amendment contain
only the request -for canceling claims 39-49).

Applicant is given a ONE MONTH TIME LIMIT from the date of this letter, or
until the expiration of the period for response set in the last office action, whichever is
longer, to complete the response. NO EXTENSION OF TH-IS TIME LIMIT MAY BE
GRANTED UNDER EITHER 37 CFR 1.136(a) OR (b).
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Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the
examiner should be directed to examiner Tan Nguyen, whose telephone number is
(703) 305-9755. The exanmer can normally be reached on Monday-Thursday from
7:30 AM-6:O0 PM.
If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's
supervisor, Kevin J. Teska, can be reached on (703) 305-9704.
Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of this application should
be directed to the Group receptionist whose telephone number is (703) 305-3900.
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Sir:
Rcsponsivc to the Office Action mailed an July 23, 1997, the Applicant
irspectfully requests the Examinler to enter the following amendment and to consider the
following remark:

In the Claims:
Please cancel Claims 3949
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prejudice.
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Applicant respectfully requests reconsideration of this application as amended.

35 U.S.C 0102 rejection
The Examiner has rejected clabims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32. and 34-45 under 35 U.S.C.

§ 102(b) as being anticipated by Lyo=. ct a.,"Some Navigation Concgmn for Remotelv

PildVeles"
1.

SummayofLyons
Applicant would like to thank the Examiner for taking the time during the

relephonic interview to discuss the Lyons reference. Lyons contemplates a remotely
piloted vehicle CRMV transmitting information to a control center (Figure l),used by the
pilot to fly the P.PV.: To display the position of the RPV to the pilot, the control center
provides a "moving map display." As contemplated by Lyons, "the most convenient
display mode for the present application is the rolling map or 'passing scene' technique
whera new lines added to the top ofthe dsplay and the sene is shiftedaslowly
downwards" (page 5-3, end of first full paragraph). In purticular, Lyons contemplates
using film to generate the moving map (Figure 5). The moving map is moved based on
dead reckoned positions of the RPV.
As is well known in the art, dead reckoned position. have accumulating error. To
correct for this error. Lyons describes two basic concepts: 1) "map matching7, (Section
3); and 2) "terrain map correAtion"' (Section 4). The map matching concept requires that
the RPV transmit some kind of iMWg data to the control center. Thus, in addition to the
moving map display, clhe control center shown in Figure 6 has a sensor display (i.e., a
display generated from the image data transmitted by the RPV). Lyons contemplates the
transmission of two kinds of image data generated by: 1) side looking radar (SLR)
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images:, and 2) real time forward-looking sensors. When using the SLR system, the SLR
generated image data received by the control center allows it to make a downwardlooking image. The pilot watches the sensor display (i.e., the display generated based on
the transmitted inage data) for "likely update features"-liadmarks. When the pilot sees
a landmark In the sensor display, the pilot presses a transfer button which causes the
control center to superimpose the sensor display over the moving map (Figure 5). The
pilot then adjusts the moving map so that it matches the overlaid sensor display image
and presses an accept button. By adjusting the moving map in this manner, the dead
reckoned position of the RPV is updated In an attempt to remove the error associated
wit the calculation of dead reckoned positions (Page 5-3, second, third, and fourth full
paragraphs). The simulated SLRImap update system isillustrated in Figures 7A and 7B.,
Having described the SLR-based map matching technique, the real time forwardloaking sensor systems will now be described. Lyons describes basically two systems for
updating dead reckoned RPV positions on a moving map using only real dine forwardlooking sensors: 1) an anamorphic projection system (page 5-3, fifth full paragraph;
figure 8); and 2) a HUD based system (page 5-3. sixth full paragraph: figure 9). Simnilar
to the SLR based system the mnamorphic projection system requires the pilot to watch
the sensor display (ie, the image generated from the transmitted data) for landmarks.
press a button which superimposes -the transmitted image anthe moving map, adjust the
moving map, and press an accept button. As described in Lyons, in order to superimpose
the forward-looking transmiitted image on the two-dimnsional/top-down.moving map
image, the forward-looking image Is transformed using anamnorphic projection. Lyons
goes on to describe various problem with the anamorphic Projection technique, and then
describes the HUD) based system.
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XIn the HUD based system the pilot is presented with two images: 1) the moving
map display (see left-hand image of Figure 9); and 2) the sensor display generated from
the image data transmitted from the real time forward-looking sensor on the REV. The
HBTD technology is used to allow the pilot to mark landmarks on the forward-looking
sensor based image. These HUD)markings are then superimposed onthe moving map.
and the pilot makes the necessary adjustments to the moving map (page 5-3 * sixth full
paragraph).
It summary, the map matching techniques use the following: 1)the transmission
of image data from the RPV to the control center 2) a display at the control center wbich
shows an Image based on the real time image data received from the RPV; 3) a moving
map display that is moved based on the dead reckoned position of the RPV; and 4) some
manner of superimposing the sensor image onto the moving map to allow the pilot to
update the moving map in an effont to correct the error associated with the dead reckoned
positions. Neither the sensor display's image nor the moving map can be equated to the
generation of "a three-d imensional projected image' generated based upon "a digital
database =M4 in the control center. The sensor display's image is based on image data
transmitted from the RPV, while the moving map contemplated by Lyons Is a twodimensional, top-down view displayed using film (see Figures 5 and7)
Having described the map matching techniques from Lyons, Applicant will now
describ the terrain map correlation technique of Lyons. The terrain map correlation
technique described in Lyons Is also wsed for correcting the error in dead reckoned
positions shown to the pilot by a two-dimensional moving map. In particular, Lyons
states at pape 5-3, last paragraph:
Reconisance or forward-looking sensors provide a convenient method of
updating the navigation system. However, these tsasrs required large
datalink bandwidth to transmit the video picture to the control center and
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hence ase vulnerable to ECM... Hence, an alternative method at updating
the navigain system is desirable. (emphasis added)
The phrase "updating the navigation system!' is used throughout Lyons to refer to the
adjustment of a two-dimensional moving map In an effort to correct for error due to dead
reckoning.
Rather than requiring the user to actively update the moving map display (i..
push a button which causes the images to be superimposed, adjusting the moving map,
and pushing an accept button), the terrain map correlation technique attempts to adjust
the moving map (i.e., correct for the dead reckoned error) without pilot intervention using
a laser range measurements and a digital elevation database. In operation, the RPV
transmits to the control center a set of laser range measurements (including an altimeter
reading). The control center uses dead reckoned positions to both adjust the twodimensional moving map and to estimate the Location of the RPV over a digital database
map of elevation points stored in the control center (Figure 10). Based on a calculation
of the possible error associated with the dead reckoned positions, a search ares is
Identified in the digital database (Figure 12). A search is then performied within this
search ame to Identify the position that most closely matches Ehe transmitted laser range

data. The RPV's position Is then updated to the location that best matches the transmitted
laser ranges In an attempt to correct the error associated with the dead reckoned positions.
The moving map is then automatically adjusted (without pilot intervention) to reflect the

updated RPV position.
Thus, the digital database of Lyons (conceptually illustrated in Figure 10) is not
used to generate a threa-diznicisional projected image, but is used to update the twodimensional moving map in an effort to correct for the error in the dead reckoned
positions. In addition to the description in Lions. further support for the fact that the
digital database of Lyons is not used to generate a three-dimensionl projected image is
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that the image of Figure 10Ois generated using square polygons: Square polygons arc not
plainer, and therefore, typically are not used for generating images. Int contrast,
triangular polygons ame plainer and are typically used for displaying three-dimensional
projected ima.ges.
2. Lxons Does Not Teac or Make Obvious the Claimed Inventions
In contrast to the teachings of Lyons, claim I requires the use of a digital database
stored in the control center, and a computer that transforms the database "to provide
three-dimensional projected' images based on the position and orientation data received
from the RPV. Thus, the digital database of claim I is used to generate a threedimensional projected Image for the pilot, whereas: 1) the moving map of Lyons is a twodimensionul image generated using flm. and 2) the digital database of Lyons is used for
updating the two-dimensional moving map to correct for error associated with the dead
reckoned positions, not for display.
Similarly, Independent claim 14 requires a database comprisirig terrain data and a
computer."configured to access said terrain data according to "information identifying'
the remotely piloted craft's position and orientation in three-dimensional space" and
configured to transform said terrain data to provide three-dimensional projected image
data representing said remotely piloted aircraft's environment" Furthermore, claim 14
requires a display to display the three-dimensional image data.
independent claim 24 covers a remotely piloted aircraft having a communication
system for transmitting the remotely piloted aircraft's position and orientation to a pilot
station "for transformation into a thiVa-dimensional projected image of said remotely
piloted aircraft's environment according to a database representing real terrestrial terrain
using polygons."
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Finally, independent method claimi 32 requires: 1) "Commatunicating said current
position and orientation from said remotely piloted craft to a pilot station," 2) "accessing
a database comprising terrain data chat represents real terrestrial terrain as a set of
polygons;" 3) "trmnsformning.suid terrain data into Image data representing a simulated
btlendlonal. view according to the ciurent position sad orientation of said remotely
piloted aircraft" and 4) "displaying said thiec-dimenBional view using said image data."
The remaining pending clis

are each dependent on one of tho allowable base

claims 1. 14, 24, and 32. For at least these reasons, Applicant respectfully submits that
this rejection has been overcame.

35 US.C 9l03 rejection, over Lyons, teakin view of Kanaly (US Parent4,405,943)
The Examiner has rejected Claims IQ.11, 19.20.33.4fi:42 under 35 U.S.C. §103
as being obvious over Lyons, et al. ('1MM"j') in view of Kanaly (US Patent 4,405.943).
Claims 10, 11, 19. 20 and 33 are each dependent an one of the allowable base claims 1.
14. 24, and 32. Claims 46 and 47 have been canceled (without prejudice). For at least
this reason, Applicant respectily submniti that this rejection has been overcame with
respect to claims 10. 11, 19, 20. and 33.

.35 U.S. C. §103 reJeeflian, over Lyomc. ert
Ain view of Thomnberg, tal,(US Patent
5,552,983)
The Examiner has rejected Claims 12-13. 21I-Ul. and 48-49 under 35 U.S. C. § 103
as being obvious over Lyons, at al. ("L%=s") ina view of Thornbarg. at al. (Us Patent
5,52Z.983) Claims 12, 13. 21-22 are each dependnton one of the allowable, base claims

I and 14. Claims 48 and 49 have been canceled (withOut prejudice). For at lea3t this
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reason, Applicant respectfully submits that this rejection has been overcome with respect
to claims 12, 13, 21, and 22.

Conclusion

Applicant respectfully submits that the rejections have been overcome by the
amnudments and remarks, and that the Claims are now in condition for allowance.
Accordingly, Applicant respectfully requests the rejections be withdrawn and the Claims
as amended be allowed.

Drawing Corrections

The drawings have been objected to by the draftsman. The Applicant will file
amended drawings at dhe time, of allowance of the present application.
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Invitationfor a telephone interview
The- Examiner Is invited to call the undersigned at 408-720-8598 if there
remains any issue with allowance of this ease.

Charge our Depost Account
Please charge any shortage to our Deposit Account Noa. 02-2666.

Respectfully submitted,
BILACMZY, SOKOLOFF, TAYLOR & ZAEMAN LLP
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Operator: Dawn Roberts
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Your Ref: Applic. No.: 08/587,731
Our Ref: 002055.P004
Title: A METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR
REMOTELY PILOTING AN AIRCRAFT

As agreed, Applicant is resubmitting the response previously taxed on September 11,
1997. To complete the record, following Is88 brief summary of the reasons (as understood by
the Applicant) for resubmitting the response:
On September 11, 1997 applicant faxed 14 pages to the Patent arid Trademarkc Office.
These 14 pages Included a fax cover page, two copies of a two page Transmittal lonter, and a
nine page response. in response, Applicant received a paper mailed on September 12,
1997 Indicating that applicants response was non-responsive. In a telephone discussion, it
was determined that only one page of applicants nine page response was actuaily received.

Sincerely.
Daniel M. Do Vos
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTE
The documents accompanying this facusiile trmnemisio contain Inforniation fromn the law firn of Blakuly Sokoloff
Taylor Azafman which Isconfidential or privileged. Thu information IsIntended to be for the use.of the Individual or
entity named on this transnmsion sheet. It you are not the Mnended reelplent, be aware'that any disclosure,
copying, distribution or use at the contents ofithi fooed Information is prohibited. If you have received this
facsimile in error, please notify us bry teimphone Immediately so that we cart arrange for the retrieval of the original
documents at no cost to you.

IF YOU EXPERIENCE ANY DIFFICULTY IN RECEIVING THE ABOVE PAGES, PLEASE CALL (408) 72040698 AND
ASK FOR THE OPERATOR NAMED ABOVE.
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A Mathod and Anpnatats for Remotely Plioting an Aircraft
(title)

ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS
Washington, D.C. 20231
SIR: Transmitted herewith Is an Amendment for thu above application.
Small entity status of this application under 37 C.F.R. 4§91.9 and 1.27 has been estmbllshed by
a verified statement Previously submitted.
verified statement to establish small entity status under 37 C.F.R. §9 1.9 and 1.27 Isenclosed.
____A
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Is attached for presentation of additional claim(s).
A chuck Inthe amount of $________
-_____
month(s) pursuant to
Applicant(s) hereby Petition(s) lor an Extension of Time of
37 C.F.R §1.136(a).
Acheck for $____
Inattached for processing fees under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17.
____Please

........

Date:

charge my Deposit Account No. 22&ZI= the amount of $_______

A duplicate copy of this stout Isenclosed.
The Comrnissloner of Patents and Trademarks Ishereby authorized to charge payment of the
following ferns asclated with this communication or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
No. 02-&16h (aduplicate copy of this shoot Is enclosed):
X.... Anty additional tiling fees required under 3? C.F.R. § 1.16 for presentation ol
extra claims.
J....
Any extension or petition fees under 37 C.F.R 1,
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Washington, D.C. 20291
SIR: Tranarmitted herewith is an Amendment for the saov application.
entity statue of this application under 37 C.FARH1 1.9 and 1.27 has been established by
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Acheck Inthe amount of _______ Isattached for presentation of additional claim(s).

month(s) pursuant to
Applicant(s) hreby Pealkion(s) for an Extension of Time of
37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a).I
Acheck for $_______ Isattached for processing fees under 37 C.F.R. § 1.17.
Pleans charge my Deposit Account No. 922= the amount of _ _____
£ duplicate copy of IthIs sheet Inenclosed.
... L..The Comirmssionmr of Patents and Trademarks Ishereby authorized to charge payment of the
following fees associated with this commnincatlon or credit any overpayment to Deposit Account
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extra claims.
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Thils Isa oommunicatimo from the examiner Incheige of your iipplcatldin.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

OFFICEACTIONRSUMMARY
nlye o .communcatlon(s)illedQn t~i

#np

.

/C

CThis action Is FINAL.

o

Since this application IsIn condliloh,forall6wanice except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is.closed In
accordance with the practice under Experts Quayle, 1936 O.C:1 1; 453O.G.,213.

month(s), or thirty days,
A shortened statutory pe.riod for response to thie action Is,set to,eipira.......2Z......
whichever is longer,.trom the.malling date of-this,comimunication. ,Failure to respond within the period lor response will cause
the application to become-abandoned.. (35*U.S.C. 5,133); Extensions of time may be obtained under the provisions of 37 CFR
Disposition of Claims

VCalm(s) _J
-Of

pending Inthe application.

-3KIare

19is/a withdrawn from consideration.

the above, claim(s)

O.Claim(s)

Is/are allowed.

Ctlm(s)

rejected.

-is/are

CClaim(s)

Is/are objected to.

* climus

are.subje ct to restriction or election requirement.

Application Papers;

oJ See the attached Notice of DraftspetsonrewPatent Dmawing Review, PTO-948;.
istare objected to by the Examiner.
o-The drawing(sy filed on
__________________

0 The propoMed,drawling correction. filied on

EC

is El approved

'.

The specification Isobjected to by the Examiner..

o The oath or declaration Isobjected to by.the Examniner.
PrIctrity under 35 U.S.C. 1 119
0 Acknowldtgeiment Is made of a claim for foreign priority Linder 35 U.S.C. §11I9(a)-(d).
0 All [0 Some*

D.None.

of the,CERTIFIED copiesa of the priority documents have been

oreceived.
EC received, In Application No. (Series Code/Seial Number)

Ol

received Intis national stage apoiicatlin.from the International Bur'eu (PCT Rule 172(a)).

I Certifted copies nlot reeved:..

0 "Ackh6dwledgerheMi Ismade.of a oialffilor domestic priorit under 35 U.S,C. 5 11(le)..
<Atachneant(s)
Notice of Referen~ce Cited, PTO.89SW.
0 information Disclosure Statisment(s), PTO-1 449 Papsi No(s).
0l interview SuimMary, PTO-41

El NoWti6bot Drafttpe1s6n st'tntDmwlng-Review, PTO-948

PTOLII
(ev lSS)

'SEEwOFIlCE ACTION'ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES

-

E0, disapproved.

Serial No. : 08/587,731
Art Unit:

2

2304

DETAILED ACTION
Notice to Applicant(s)

1.

This office action is responsive to the amendment filed on October 21, 1997. As

per request, claims 39-49 have been canceled. Thus, claims 1-38 are pending.
Drawings.

2.

The drawings are objected to under 37 CFR § 1.84 for the reasons set forth by

the draftsman. See attached PTO-948 form for details. Correction is required.
However, correction of the noted defect can be deferred until the application is allowed
by the examiner.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

3.

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the,basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office &Wton:
(a) A patent may not be obtained tho44the invention is not identically disclosed
or described as set forth in section 10l this title, if the differences between the
subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the subject
matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made

Serial No.: 08/587,731
Art Unit:
2304
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to a person having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains.
Patentability shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention was
made.
4.

Claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32, and 34-38 rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lyons et al. (an.article entitled "Some Navigation Concepts For
Remotely Piloted Vehicles", AGUARD Conference Proceedings No. 176 on Medium
Accuracy Low. Cost Navigation, September 1975, pages 5-1 to 5-15) in view of
WysocI et al. (5,381,338) or Fant (4,835,532) or Beckwith et al. (4,660,157).
a.

With respect to claims 1, 2, and 14, Lyons et al. disclose the invention as

claimed (see at least the abstract) including a remotely piloted aircraft (see figure. 8,
RPV), a communications system for communicating flight data between a computer and
said remotely piloted aircraft, said flight data including said remotely piloted aircraft's
position and orientation, said flight data also including flight control information for
controlling said remotely piloted aircraft (see page 5-2, section Radio Navigation Using
a Data Link, and figure 6 and the related text), a digital database comprising terrain
data (see pages 5-3 and 5-4, section Terrain Map Correlation; and figure 8). Lyons et
al. further disclose that the computer accesses said terrain data according to said
remotely piloted aircraft's position and to transform said terrain data to provide a
projected image data according to said remotely piloted aircraft's orientation; a display

Serial No.: 08/587,731
2304
Art Unit:
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for displaying said projected iage data (see page 5-4, third paragraph, and figure 8),
and a remote flight control coupled to said computer for inputting said flight control
information (see figure 6).
Lyon et al. do not explicitly disclose that the computer produce a three
dimensional image data from the digital database and the navigation information.
However such feature is well known at the time the invention was made (for examples,
see figure 1 and the related text in Wysocki et al.; see figures 1, 3 and the related text
in Fant; or see figures 1, 4 and the related text in Beckwith et al.): It would have been
obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to
incorporate the teaching of either Wysocki et al., Fant, or Beckwith et al. into the
system of Lyon et al. in order to improve the system with the enhanced capability of
displaying three-dimensional image of the remoted aircraft over the terrain data.
b.

With respect to claim 3, Lyons et a]. disclose that the flight data

communicated between said remotely piloted aircraft and said computer, is secured (see
page 5-2, first paragraph of the Radio Navigation Using Data Link section).
c.

With respect to claims 4, 5, 7, and 15, Lyons et al, disclose that said

remotely piloted aircraft further comprises a infra red sensor image (video camera) and
means for communicating and displaying video data representing images captured by
the sensor image (see page 5-3, section Map Matching, and figure 8).

Serial No.: 08/587,731
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With respect to claims 6 and 16, Lyons et al. disclose that the video data

d.

is transmitted on a different communication link (wideband transmission of video
signals) than said flight data (see page 5-2, first paragraph of section Radio Navigation
Using a Data Link).
With respect to claims 8 and 17, Lyons et al. disclose that the display is a

,e.

head mounted display (see figures 5 and 6).
With respect to claims 9 and 18, Lyons et aL, also disclose that the remote

f.

flight control is responsive to manual manipulations (see figure 6).
With respect to claim 23, Lyons et al. disclose that the communications

g.

unit includes at least one of a communications transceiver and a simulation port (see
page 5-4 and figure 6).
With respect to claim 24, Lyons et al. further disclose that the database

h.

representing terrain using polygons (see figure 10).
With respect to claims 25-28 and 30-31, the limitations of these claims

i.

have been noted in the rejection above. They are therefore considered rejected as set
forth above.
j, With respect to claim 29, wherein said video data is transmitted real-time
(see page 5-3, first-paragraph of the section Map Matching).
k.

Claims 32 and 34-38 are method claims corresponding to apparatus claims

Serial No.: 08/587,731
2304
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Art Unit:

24-31. Therefore, claims 32 and 34-38 are rejected for the same ratianales set forth for
claims 24-3 1.

5.

.Claims

10, 11, 19, 20, and 33 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Lyons et al., Wysocki et al. or Fant or Beckwith et al. as applied to
claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32, and 34-38, and further in view of Kanaly (4,405,943).
Lyons et al. disclose the claimed invention as discussed above except for the
determination of a delay time for communicating said flight data between said
computer and said remotely piloted aircraft, and adjusting the sensitivity of said set of
one or more remote flight controls based on said delay time. However, Kanaly does
suggest delay time for communicating between the ground station and the remote
airborne into account of controlling the remote airborne (see at least column 3, lines
15-24, and column 8, line 54'to column 9, line 6). It would have been obvious to
incorporate the teaching of Kanaly into the system of Lyons et al. in order to improve
the system with the enhanced capability of providing more accurate the remote flight
controls to the remoted vehicle and receiving the accurate position and heading data of
the vehicle from the remoted vehicle.

6.

Claims 12-13, and 21-22 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

7
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unpatentable over Lyons et al., Wysocki et al., or Fan or Beckwith et al. as applied to
claims 1-9, 14-18, 23-32, and 34-38 above, and fuirther in view of Thornberg et al-.
(5,552,983).
Lyons et al. disclose the claimed invention as discussed above except that the
remote flight controls allows for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles. However,
such feature is well known in the art at the time the invention was made. For example,
Thomberg et al. suggest a variable referenced control system for remotely operated
vehicles which includes means for inputting absolute pitch and roll angles for remotely
control the unmanned aerial vehicle (see at least figures 5 and 6). It would have been
obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made to
incorporate the teaching of Thomnberg et al. into the system of Lyons et at. in order to
input the pitch and roll control signals as the flight control signals for remotely control
the vehicle.
7.

All claims are rejected.
Remarks

8.

Applicant' s argwnents.filod on October 27, 1997'havc been. fully.considered and

they are deemed to be persuasive.

However, upon the updated search, the new

ground of rejections has been set forth as above.

